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Abstract
These lectures on fundamentals of BWR reactor physics are a synthesis
of known and established concepts. These lecture are intended to be a
comprehensive (even though descriptive in nature) presentation, which would
give the basis for a fair understanding of power operation, fuel cycle and safety
aspects of the boiling water reactor. The fundamentals of BWR reactor physics
are oriented to design and operation. In the first lecture general description of
BWR is presented, with emphasis on the reactor physics aspects. A survey of
methods applied in fuel and core design and operation is presented in the second
lecture in order to indicate the main features of the calculation^ tools. The third
and fourth lectures are devoted to review fo BWR design bates, reactivity
requirements, reactivity and power control, fuel loading patterns. Moreover,
operating limits are reviewed, as the actual limits during power operation and
constraints for reactor physics analyses (design and operation). The basic
elements of core management are also presented. The constraints on control rod
movements during the achieving of criticality and low power operation are
illustrated in the fifth lecture. Some considerations on plant transient analyses
are also presented in the fifth lecture, in order to show the impact between core
and fuel performance and plant/system performance. The last (sixth) lecture is
devoted to the open vessel testing during the startup of a commercial BWR. A
control rod calibration is also illustrated.

INTRODUCTION REMARKS
These lectures on fundamentals of BWR reactor physics are a synthesis of
known and established concepts. These lectures are intended to be a comprehensive (even though descriptive in nature) presentation which would give the basis
a fair undentading of power operation, fuel cycle and safety aspects of the
boiling water reactor. Some anticipation, in some extent, will be necessary, in
order to give a comprehensive overview of the main reactor phyiics aspects.
The fundamentals of BWR reactor physics are oriented to design and
operation; they are aimed to identify and discuss the relationships between the
different aspects of reactor phyiics and the mutual impact between core and fuel
performance (design and operation) and plant/syitem safety and operating
performance.

In this light a general description of BWR is presented, with emphasis on the
reactor physics aspects (first lecture), and a survey of methods applied in fuel
and core design and operation is presented in order to indicate the main features
of the calculation^ tools (second lecture).
The third and fourth lectures are devoted to a review of BWR design bases,
reactivity requirements, reactivity and power control, fuel loading patternc.
Moreover, operating 'innts are reviewed, as the actual limits during power
operation and constraints for reactor physics analyses (design and operation).
The basic elements of core management are also presented.
The constraints on control rod movements during the achieving of criticality
and low power operation are illustrated in the fifth lecture. The banked position
withdrawal sequence mode of operation is indeed an example of safety and
design/operation combined approach. Some considerations on plant transient
analyses are also presented in the fifth lecture, in order to show the impact
between core and fuel performance and plant/system performance.
The last (sixth) lecture is devoted to the open vessel testing during the
startup of a commercial BWR. A control .od calibration is also illustrated.

1.2.1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF BWR
1. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The BWR reactor physics unique characteristics are strictly related to BWR
system concept, based on the direct cycle principle and on the boiling of the
water coolant-moderator within the reactor core.
Therefore highlights are given in this lecture on the direct cycle reactor
system and on the nuclear boiler system, with some emphasis on the features
affecting reactor physics and operation. Auxiliary systems used for normal plant
operation and as backup or emergency systems (such as ECCS, high and low
pressure core spray system) are out of the scope of the present lectures.
The direct cycle
Saturated steam is generated in the core, is upgrated to the design quality by
the steam separators and dryers installed in the upper section of the pressure
vessel, and is directly fed to the turbine through the main steam lines; the
turbine employs a conventional regenerative cycle. Water is returned to the
reactor by the feedwater system and joins the downward flow of water. The
primary coolant is circulated through the core by the ricirculation system.
Fig. 1, illustrates the direct cycle concept.
Reactor water recircuUtion system
This system is part of the nuclear boiler and consists of two loops external to
the reactor vessel, each containing a constant-speed pump, a flow control valve
and a set of jet pumps (16 to 24) internal to the vessel at the core periphery. The
external pumps take suction from the annulus between the shroud and the vessel
and provide the driving flow to the jet pumps that draw the primary coolant water
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from the region around the core, discharge it into the lower core plenum and finally
force it through the reactor core. The jet pumps also contribute to the safety of the
BWR design under LOCA conditions. Fig. 2 illustrates the steam and recirculation
water flow path. The application of jet pumps (without moving parts) inside the
vessel pertains to General Electric technology. Use of internal recirculation
pumps (no jet pums) is Asea Atom characteristics.
Modulation of the flow through the reactor core provides one of the
methods of controlling the renctor power (thanks to the inherent BWR negative
void coefficient of reactivity). Power changes up to 25* of rated power can be
accomplished automatically by recirculation flow control.
Nuclear boiler
Most of the principal components of the nuclear boiler (such as reactor
vessel and internals, control rod drive system, core and fuel) are presented in the
schematic of the reactor assembly (Fig. 3). More emphasis is devoted to core,
fuel and in-core instrumentation.
The reactor core is configured as an approximate right circular cylinder of
fuel assemblies and rests on top of the control rod guide tubes; the core plate
locates the core fuel assembly horizontally.
A fuel assembly is the combination of a fuel bundle and its incasing flow
channel. The fuel assemblies are located with equal center-to-center distance
providing water gaps outside the flow channels.
The control rods, in alternate space between fuel assemblies, enter from the
bottom of the core through the control rod guide tubes and are driven by the
control rod drives located below the reactor pressure vessel.
The in-core instrumentation tubes and sources are located in the intersections of the water gaps not assigned to control rod locations.
Fig. 4 shows the horizontal cross section of a tipical BWR core; the position
of each assembly and control blade and the location of the in-core instrumentation are indicated. Fig. 5 shows the elevation of the said core components. A
group of four fuel bundles sorrouding a cruciform control blade forms a modular
unit of the BWR core.
The reactor core is surrounded by the core shroud which creates an annulus
around the core; the jet pumps located within this annulus, force sub-cooled
water into the lower plenum and up into the reactor core, where boiling occurs.
The coolant flows upward through the core. Correct distribution of core flow
among the fuel assemblies is assomplished by the use of a fixed orifice at the
inlet of the fuel assembly.
Fuel assemblies, control rods and in-core instrumentation will now be
reviewed, at the hardware supporting the reactor physics.
2. CORE COMPONENTS
The fuel assembly
As previously pointed out, a fuel assembly is the combination of a fuel
bundle and its incasing flow channel. Fig. 6 shows the core cell, i.e. the modular
unit of foui fuel assemblies surrouding a cruciform control blade. Typical values
of the principal dimensions are also indicated in Fig. 6.
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Each fuel bundle contains 62 fuel rods and 2 water rods which are spaced
and supported in a square SxS array, approximately 5.1/4 inches on a side, by
upper and lower tie plates. The lower tie plate has a nosepiece which has the
functions of supporting the fuel assembly in the reactor and of distributing
coolant flow to the fuel rods. The upper tie plate has a handle for transferring
the fuel bundle from one location to another.
The bundle design places minimum external forces on a fuel rod: each fuel
rod is free to expand in the axial dimension.
Each fuel rod consists of high density (95% of the theoretical density)
slightly enriched UO2 fuel pellets stacked in a Zircaloy-2 cladding tube, which is
evacuated, backfilled with helium and sealed by Zircaloy end plugs. Different
U-235 enrichments are used in the fuel assembly to reduce the local power
peaking. Lov-or enrichment uranium rods are used in the periphery of the
bundle, near the water gap.
Moreover the fuel bundles incorporate small amounts of Gd203 (gadolinia)
as a burnable adsorber in selected fuel rods, for reactivity control and in order to
reduce power peaking factors.
The fuel rods are designed with characteristic mechanical end fittings,
different for different enrichment and gadolinia presence, in such a way to avoid
exchange between different enrichment rods during bundle assembling.
Two rods in each fuel bundle are hollow water tubes of Zircaloy-2
(water rods), one of which positions the fuel rod spacers axially in the fuel
bundle. The water rods have a slightly larger diameter than the fuel rods.
Liquid cooland water flows through the rods, thus increasing moderation within
the bundle.
Neutron design of fuel assembly will be reviewed in some detail in a later
lecture.
The flow channel is a square cross-section tube fabricated of Zircaloy-4; its
outer dimensions are approximately 5.1/2 inches (14 cm) on a side.
The flow channel performs three functions:
— provides a barrier to separate two parallel flow paths, one for active flow
inside the fuel bundle and the other for the by-pass flow between channels;
— serves as a mechanical guide to the control blades;
— provide rigidity to the fuel bundle.
The control rods
The control rods are of cruciform shape and enter the reactor from the
bottom. A control rod assembly is shown in Fig. 7. The control rod consists of a
sheathed cruciform array of stainless steel tubes filled with boron-carbide
powder; boron, of course, in the active absorbing element. The total span and
active absorbing length have typical values of 9.8 inches and 144 inches
respectively: typical blade thickness is 0.3 inches. Rollers at the top and bottom
of the control rod guide the control rod as it is inserted and withdrawn from the
core. The bottom casting contains a parachute-shaped velocity limiter. This
engineered safeguard protects against high reactivity insertion rate by limiting
the control rod velocity in the unlikely event of a control rod drop accident. The
control rods are separated uniformly throughout the core on a typical 12-in
pitch.
The control rods perform the dual function of power shaping and reactivity
control. The reactivity control function requires that all rods be available for

either reactor "scram" to assure prompt shutdown or reactivity regulation (i.e.
for reactivity depletion control). During operation single rods or groups (up to
four in symmetric pattern) can be withdrawn continuously or in increment steps
(notch steps); continous movement is usually limited to subcritical and heating
conditions. For hydraulically driven control rods the notch length is typically si:,
inches; electric fine motion control rods provide a quasi-continuous roil
movement. In the scram function, the control rods are inserted as a bank
typical scram times are about 2 + 4 sec to 90% insertion, depending on
product lines.
Control rods and supplementary reactivity control in form of gadolinia
burnable absorber within selected fuel rods form the reactivity control system.
The bottom mounted drives permit the entire control system to be left
intact and operable for tests with the reactor vessel open.
In-core instrumentation
The neutron monitoring system monitors the power level of the core from
start-up to full power, utilizing detectors located inside the reactor core (in-core
instrumentation).
The source range monitors (SRM) monitor the core nuclear performance
during the initial phase of nuclear start-up.
At low power levels, the core monitoring is performed through the
intermediate range monitors (IRM).
The power range monitoring system monitors the core over the power range;
the power monitoring system provides for local and average power monitoring.
Local power range monitors (LFRM), average power range monitors (APRM) (*)
and traversing in-core probe (TIP) are part of the power monitoring system.
In-core fission chambers are used as detectors.
The LPRMs are strategically located so that there is effectively one LPRM
string for every four bundles in a quarter-core symmetry. Four fixed LPRM
chambers form a LPMR string.
TIP's are driven into the core to measure relative axial neutron flux profiles
inside each LPRM detector assembly and to calibrate each LPRM detector. The
IRMs and APRMs have scram trip outputs whicn are used in the reactor
protection system.
Location of in-core instrumentation has been shown in previuos figures.
Ir-dicative range of in-core monitors are presented in Fig. 8.
3. TYPICAL BWR OPERATING PARAMETERS
Compared to other light water reactor types, the BWR operates in a modest
operating environment which provides relatively favorable conditions of lower
temperature and pressure (~ 1000 psia).
The BWR is designed to operate in the "nucleate boiling" mode, i.e. haat
transfer from the fuel rods occurs mostly by nucleate boiling on the fuel rod
surface; thU is a highly efficient heat transfer mechanism whereby the heat
transfer surfaces are maintained at temperatures only slightly higher than that in
the coolant.
Main BWR operating parameters are summarized in the following table
(typical values)
(*) The APBM sy«tem provides a core avenge neutron flux calibrated to be proportional to core

Steam pressure (vessel domn), psia
Moderator temperature,' F
Feedwater temperature,' F
Core inlet subcooling, btu/lb
Average exit quality, *
Core average void fraction, %
Core active height, in
Maximum linear power rate, kW/ft
Average power density, MW/1
Core average enrichment, w«.
initial core
reloads
Derating cycle length, months
initial core
reloads

1040
551
420
20
12 + 15
40 + 43
144+150
13.4
44+55
1.7 + 2.4
2.4 + 3.0
16 + 20
12 + 18

4. THE NUCLEAR THERMAL-HYDRAULIC COUPLING
As well known, the use of slightly enriched uranium dioxide as a fuel
and of water as a moderator produces in the BWR core a neutron energy
spectrum in which fissions are caused principally by thermal neutrons. At
operating conditions the moderator boils, producing z spatially variable water
density in the core. Under normal operating conditions the water coolant and
neutron moderator in the lower regions of the nuclear core is in the liquid state
essentially without steam void formation, while the coolant in the upper core
regions is substantially in the steam phase. The two-phase configuration is of
major importance to the reactivity and operating behaviour of the BWR nuclear
core. The resulting nuclear-thermal-hydraulic strong interaction results in unique
core design and operation features and reactor physics. Typical BWR core
operation characheristics and reactor physics aspects are now reviewed.
The void effects
The BWR vndermoderated lattice design provides a system for which
reactivity changes are inversely proportional to the steam void content in the
moderator. The void feedback effect is an inherent safety and operation feature
of the BWR system. Any system input which increases the reactor power, either
on a local or gross basis, produces additional steam voids which reduce reactivity
with a decreasing effect on the power.
The progressive boiling up the channel and the associated reduction in
affective water density at increasing core elevations result in a natural tendency
to power shaping skewed toward the bottom. Example of power and in-channel
void axial distributions are presented in Fig. 9 at typical operating conditions.
Magnitude and location of the power peak affect the in-channel void fractions:
the voids will increas" with the magnitude of the peak and as the peak is moved
toward the bottom of the core. In a simular way the BWR has an inherent self
flattening capability of the radial power distribution.
Xenon stability
Xenon instability is an oscillatory phenomenon of Xenon concentration
throughout the reactor that is theoretically possible in any type of reactor. BWR
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is not susceptible to xenon oscillations mainly because of its large negative
power coefficient and axially varying Xenon neutron cross section resulting from
steam voids in the moderator. This has been demonstrated by operating BWR's
for which Xenon instabilities have never been observed (such instabilities would
readily be detected by LPRM's), by special test which have been conducted on
operating BWR's in an attempt to force the reactor into Xenon instability and
by calculations.
Control rods
The control rods perform the dual function of reactivity control and power
distribution shaping.
The control rods, which enter the core from the bottom of the reactor, are
positioned so that they counter-balance steam voids in the upper part of the core
and cause significant power flattening, by depressing the power in the bottom of
the core.
During operation the control rode may be generally divided into deep and
shallow control rods. Near fully inserted rods pertain to the deep rod category;
rods more than halfway withdrawn from the core pertain the shallow rod
category. Power distribution in the core is controlled by selected patterns of
control rods.
Power control by recirculation flow control - load following
Because of the strong void effect in the BWR, rapid changes in reactor power
level can be made using the concept of varying the rate of recirculation flow in
the core. Fig. 10 illustrates the typical relationship between core power and core
flow fora constant control rod pattern.
It is worthwile to briefly discuss the mechanism effecting this unique BWR
feature. The first and driving effect resulting from a recirculation flow change is
the change in core flow and core voids; also there is a change in the inlet
enthalpy as an induced thermal-hydraulic effect. A flow decrease results in a
prompt increase in the core voids content (less water enter the core); as a result
of BWR negative void coefficient, this results in a prompt power level decrease.
The final result of a flow decrease is the core stabilizing at a new power level
with slight void increase and axial power peaks shifted lower in the core.
An increase in recirculation flow has the opposite effect: the increased
core flow rate will sweep voids from the core, increase reactivit" •md
finally raise power level.
As in all power changes, the Doppler effect tends to damp the power changes
associated with void changes; as well known the Doppler effect is a negative
reactiviy effect with increasing fuel temperature.
Power ascension up to typically 75% of rated power is normally made by a
combination of control rod movement and reactor water recirculation system
flow control. Above 75% of rated power, increases in power are made using flow
control alone without any movement of control rods, except for compensation
od relatively long term reactivity trasient effects (isotopicdepletio, Xe,...). Ihe
maximum range of power change by automatic flow control is ~ 25s of rated
power (when operated at rated).
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Reactor control • the operating power - flow map
Control of the reactor output not only depends upo:; the controls provided
with the reactor, but also upon the proper controls provided with the
turbine-generator unit; under normal BWR. operating conditions, the turbine is
the "slave" of the steam supply system or the reactor. Power output of the
nuclear system increases when its pressure increases: the reactor in basically
operated as a constant-pressure device. The primaty load change signal is applied
to the reactor, with the turbine output controlled by the reactor output.
As per previous paragraphs, two means are available to the operator of a
BWR to control reactor power output:
— movement of controll rods
— recirculation flow modulation
Combination of both methods is employed: the first one is chiefly used to
accomodate large power changes, the second one is used to accomodate the load
variation imposed upon the plant by grid requirements.
An example of operating map (power-flow-map), as reported in Fig. IX,
indicates the actual operating points (reactor power levels) as a results of control
rod patterns and ricirculation flow conditions. Selection of the control rod
configuration brings the reactor to operate along one of the rod pattern lines.
Variation of the reactor power along the rod line is performed by modulating
the reactor recirculation flow. Due to the simplicity and promptness, modulation of the recirculation flow can be performed either manually or
automatically.
Feed water temperature reduction • cycle extension
Feedwater temperature has a direct impact on core inlet enthalpy and on
core reactivity. Reduction of feedwater temperature (FWTR) results in increased
core inlet subcooUcg, reduced steam void content and thereby increased core
reactivity. The mechanism is applied to extend reactor operation at full thermal
power beyond the end of full power cycle life, after control rod complete
withdrawal. The reactivity necessary to extend nuclear operation of the core is
obtained from a gradual reduction in feedwater temperature.
During FWTR the reactor continues operation at a constant thermal output,
while the steam flow and the electrial output gradually decrease, as a
consequence of steam cycle efficiency reduction; feedwater heater steam, which
by-passes much of the turbine during normal operation, is redirected through the
turbine during the FWTR. At the end of FWTR stretch-out period (about 6 4-7
weeks and FW temperature decreased to about 250'F) the electric output is
about 7% higher than the electric output attainable at the end of a similar period
extension by the thermal power coastdown mechanism.
FWTR and power coastdown, separately or combined, can be used as a
flexibility feature to accomodate unplanned and unexpected energy demands
beyond the planned cycle length. Of course, the energy "squeezed" during unplanned stretch-out is "borrowed" from the following cycle; potential reductionh
exposure capability and in reactivity excess has to be factored in core design and
operation of the next operating cycle.
Preplanned FWTR may by factored in the fuel cycle optimization to reduce
enrichment inventory. Preplanned stretch-out each cycle has a favorable inpact
on fuel cycle costs.

6. SUMMARY OF CORE AND FUEL DESIGN AND OPERATION DATA
In Table I three BWR plants are considerated:
1. Caorso (operating plant) / 860 MVVe
2. Alto Lazio (plant under construction) / 980 MWe
3. AMN 660 MWe standard plant
Caorso is perhaps the highest average power density BWR, Alto Lazio
pertains to the last BWR generation. Comparison between Alto Lazio and Caorso
is indicative of the BWR improvements (vessel and jet pumps dimensions,
reduced power density, faster scram system, increased operating margins,
improved fuel cycle). Caorso and Alto Lazio are the result of AMN Ansaldo
Impisnti/General Electric joint ventures.
AMN 660 MWe core adopts the proven technology of Alto Lazio; the
relatively low power density provides high operating margins and flexibility,
without significant penalization in fuel cycle economics, which makes it
particularly suitable for relatively small size electric grids.
6. CORE AND FUEL - SYNTHESIS OF DESIGN AND OPERATION
ANALYSES
The various phases of core and fuel design leading to a safe and efficient
operation are focused in sinthesis by a schematic flow chart shown in Fig. 12. The
aforesaid flow chart is representative of the final design, when systems and/or
components of a well established product line have to be utilized to meet
reasonable core and fuel design basis and performance with operating margins and
flexibility. In this case the flow chart is usually of the "one way" type.
Nevertheless the above flow chart points out not only the relative impacts between
core and fuel components, but also the existing relationships between fuel
design/core operation and safety issues such as ECCS performances, and the tight
coupling-through core thermal-hydraulics-between system transient performance
and core and fuel performance. Identifying, developing and/or simply improving a
product line can imply to go through the methods and analyses integrated in the
above flow chart several times, even with internal loops, in an iterative way.
Iteration continues until achieving safety design and operating parameters which
meet design basis and operating objectives within an optimum compromise
between margins (flexibility) and generation cost (economics). The following
lectures on BWR reactor physics fundamentals (design and operation) will also
attempt to identify the mutual impact between core/fuel and plant safety and
operating performance.
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TABLE I - CORE AND FUEL SUMMARY
CAORSO
CORE SUMMARY
Vessel diameter, in
Rated core thermal power, MW
Number of fuel assemblies
Number of control rods
Active core height, in
Linear power generation, KW/ft
average
maximum
Average power density, KW/1
Average enrichment, W«

ALTO LAZIO

AMN 660 MWe

218
2651
560
137
146

218
2894
624
145
150

201
2000
508
121
150

5.93
13.4
55.0
2.43

5.75
13.4
52.4
2.1

4.9
13.4
44.5
1.7

HYDRAULIC DATA
Total core flow 10' Ib/hr
System pressure (dome) psia
Entrance subcooling, Btu/lb
Average exit quality, %
Core average void fraction, %
Total core pressure drop, psi

78.0
1035
22
15
44
25

84.5
1040
23
15
44
25

67.6
1040
19
12
41
23

PEAKING FACTORS
(max, design values)
Local peak-to-average
Gross peak-to-average
Total peak-to-average

1.155
1.96
2.26

1.13
2.06
2.33

1.13
2.43
2.75

FUEL ROD
Cladding material
Pellet material
Active fuel length in

ZR-2
UO,
146

ZRr2

U0 2
150

ZR-2
UO2
150

FUEL BUNDLE
Number of fuel rods
Number of water rods
Rod array

63
1
8x8C

62
2
8x8C

62
2
8xC

Cruciform
B4C
144

Cruciform
B4C
144

CONTROL RODS
Shape
Absorber material
Active length, in

Cruciform
B.C
144
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Fig. 1 — Direct cycle reactor system
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IN-CORE FLUX
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Fig. 3 — BWR reactor assembly
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Fig. 2 —

Steam and recirculation water flow path
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Fig. 4 — BWR core cross section (508 fuel bundles)

Fig. S — Elevation of core components
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1.2.2. BUNDLE LATTICE ANALYSIS - 3D CORE ANALYSIS METHODS

Fuel Nuclear Properties

1. BUNDLE LATTICE NUCLEAR DESIGN

The bundle reactivity is a complex function of several important physical
properties such as the average bundle enrichment, the gadolinia rod location and
gadolinia concentration, the void fraction and the accumulated exposure. The
variation in reactivity (k-infinity as a function of void fraction and exposure) for
two enrichments (typical for first and reload core design) is presented in Fig. 3
and 4. At low exposure the reactivity effect due to void formation is readily
apparent; howerer, at higher exposure, due to the effect of void history, the
curves cross. The primary reason for this behaviour is the greater rate of
Plutonium formation at the higher void fraction.
The effect on reactivity (k°°)of (instantenous) in channel void variation
around the reference (history) 40* void fraction is presented in Fig. 5 as a
function of the exposure. We remember that the instantaneous void variation
determines the void reactivity feedback.
Early in the fuel life the majority of the energy is produced by the U-235
fissioning. The presence of U-238 in the uranium dioxide fuel results, as well
known, in production od significant quantities of plutonium during core
operation: at end-of-life approximately 50% of this plutonium contributed to
both fuel reactivity and reactor power production. In addition, direct fissioning
of U-238 by fast neutrons yelds approximately 7 to 10* of total power;
moreover the U-238 also has a strong negative Doppler reactivity coefficient that
can limit the peak power during excursions.
The local rod-to-rod pcwer distribution is a direct function of the lattice fuel
rod enrichment distribution. A3 above referred, near the outside of the lattice
where the thermal flux peaks due to interbundle water gaps, low enrichment fuel
rods are utilized to minimize power peaking. On the contrary higher enrichment
fuel rods are used in the center zone of the bundle to increase the power
generation and flatten the power distribution. One to two water tubes
containing unvoided water are at the center of the lattice in order to increase the
thermal flux and produce more power in the center of the lattice. The
combination of these factors results in the relatively flat local power
distribution.
The variation of the local peaking factor is a function of exposure and of
core conditions: the high r: '1'er rods deplete at a greater rate and the local
peaking factor decreases wilii exposure. The local power distribution tends to
flatten with increasing void fraction. Maximum local peaking factor as a function
of void and exposure in presented in Fig. 6 for a typical initial cycle fuel bundle
lattice. The presence of a control blade adjacent to the bundle perturbs the local
power distribution and the local peaking factor becomes quite large in this case;
howerer the gross power in a controlled bundle is sufficiently low that a
controlled lattice is never limiting.

Enrichment Distribution
Different U-23S enrichments are used in the fuel bundle to reduce the local
power peaking. The mechanical and thermal hydraulic considerations require
that the highest local power peaking factor (highest fuel rod power within an
assembly) be i;o greater than typically 1.13 times the bundle average power at
any bundle cross section. This limit, together with the gross peaking factor limit,
ensures that no fuel rod will operate at greater than 13.4 kw/ft under rated
conditions. The local power distribution is also important with respect to the
thermal hydraulic design since the critical power correlations incluse a function
of local power distribution.
Generally speaking, the local power distribution is controlled by placing low
enrichment uranium in the comer rod positions and in the rod positions nearer
the water gaps, while higher enrichment uranium is used in the central part of
the fuel bundle. An example of a typical enrichment distribution in shown in
Fig. 1. In addition to distributing enrichment from rod to rod, there may be also
a distribution axially within the fuel rod.
Burnable Absorber
Burnable absorber, in the form of Gd,O, (gadolinia), is distributed in
selected rods of most fuel assemblies. It is used for reactivity control during the
early portion of each cycle. The Gd,O, is distribued axially in the bundle to
improve the axial power distributions. One of the main characteristics of
operating with a highly self-shielded burnable absorber is the little need to move
control rods as the cycle progresses since the reactivity effect of conversion of
the gadolinium isotopes can be made to very nearly match the depletion effect
of the fissile isotopes. Temperature coefficients are virtually unchanged because
of gadelinia; the gadolinia bearing pellets act as thermally gray or black
absorbers. Doppler response is unaffected because the gadolinia has essentially
no effect on the resonance group flux or the U-238 content of the core.
The concentration of gadolinia is selected so thst the initial concentration of
the high-cross-section isotopeo, Gd-155 and -157, will be depleted by the end of
the first residence cycle. The irradiation products of this process are other
gadolinium isotopes having low cross sections. Power in the gadolinium pins
generally remains below 90% of the average bundle power. The reactivity control
effect disappears on a predetermined schedule without changes in the chemical
composition of the fuel. The position of the gadolinia bearing pins is chosen
depending on if a first or a reload core are taken into account.
Additional power shaping made possible by spatial variation of bumable
poison loading has the potential to achieve greater thermal margins.
The bumable absorber is generally loaded in one to eight rods, with slightly
higher, concentrations in the lower segment of the fuel. The magnitudes of
fadolinia concentrations, and the number of rods containing gadolinia, are
adjusted according to the enrichment and performance requirement of the fuel.
These general performance concentrations range from 1.0 to 6.0 wU Gd, O,.
The effect of gadolinia concentration in a typical BWR bundle lattice as a
function of gadolinia concentration is illustrated in Fig. 2.

Water rods
Originally without water rods, one water tube was then included in the
bundle to increase the moderation effect; present design utilizes two water rods
within the bundle and their outside diameter has enlergerd. The larger water rods
tend to reduce the maximum local power factor, decrease the amount of fissile
inventory for a fixed energy production and reduce the magnitude of the void
coefficient of reactivity as a consequence of the increase in the ratio of
non-boiling to boiling water. The changes to the void coefficient, due to the two
water tubes, flatten the axial power distribution. Moreover, hydraulic stability
margins at natural circulation and the effects of prenurization transients are
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improved by the reduction in the void coefficient. Cold shutdown margin is also
improved. Sensibility of void reactivity coefficient to various bundle lattice
paraawters is illustrated in the next lecture.
2. THE LATTICE PHYSICS MODEL
The wakitation of the nuclear characteristics of a bundle fuel lattice is
initially carried out by single comprehensive program which perform such
functions as the computation of fast and thermal spectra, the flux distribution
and the isotopk bumup.
The input to the lattice physics model (LPM) generally consists of the basic
geometric data which describe the lattice, i.e. the overall lattice dimensions, the
fuel rod diameter, the cladding thichness etc., of the atomic densities of the
lattice materials, of the temperature, etc.
The output consists primarily of the lattice K°° , the relative rod-by-rod
power distribution, ijotopic densities as a function ef exposure, etc. A more
detailed description of the nuclear parameter library used in design and
operation analysis is the object of a later paragraph.
The LPM anaysis is based on the assumption that a few group transport
corrected diffusion analysis is adequate to evaluate light water lattices; which has
indeed been proven to be satisfactory. Three groups transport theory corrected
diffusion constants are typically used, according to the energy group structure:
group 1
group 2
group 3
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lOMeV- 5.63 KeV
5.53 KeV- 0.625 eV
0.625 eV - 0

Howerer, the only justification for using a few group treatment in systems
that are so heterogeneous in nature as water lattices and complicated by the
problem of neutron slowing down in hydrogeneous materials and burnable
absorber depletion is that care and sophistication must be used in the evaluation
of the diffusion theory constants.
The applicability and accuracy of such a lattice code are directly correlated
to the validity of the techniques used in evaluating the few group constants. The
final few group parameters must include the following interaction effects:
slowing down in hydrogen, slowing down (elastic and unelastic) in nonhydrogeneous materials, Doppler broadening resonance absorption, Dancoff
corrections, flux fine structure in fuel cell, geometry and material content
weighting.
A summary of a typical lattice physics model used in the BWR industry is
now given. The basic functions of the LPM system can be listed as follows:
— Thermal croifrtection generation (using an integral transport theory model)
— Dancoff calculation
— Epithermal cross-section generation (using a fundamental model, consistent
B-1 model)
— Macroscopic cross-section generation for 2D calculation
— Two-dimensional, few group diffusion theory calculation (X - Y geometry)
— Input preparation for bumup calculation
— Bumup calculation.
A schematic block diagram of the above functions is illustrated in Fig. 7.
A detailed discussion of the theories and methods involved in the LPM is not
in the intent of this lecture. Only a short description is given of the most
important methods involved in the determination of the few group constants
and the lattice paremeters.

Epithermal (> .625 e V) constant evaluation
Utilizing a 68 energy group library of neutron cross section data and
resonance parameters the program carries out the evaluation of the neutron
spectrum using integral transport theory for the top 30 groups and the B-1
equations for the lower 38 gruop. The program produces the Dsncoff factors
that are used in the resonance calculations and flux solutions. This spectrum is
used to properly flux weight the cross section data and to obtain the flux
weighted two group epithermal constants for use in the 2D and bumup
calculations.
Thermal ( < .625 e V) constants evaluation
Using a 30 energy group library of isotope and energy dependent neutron
cross section data the program carries out a 30 group integral transport
calculation of the neutron distribution in space and energy for each different
fuel rod type specified in the problem. The resulting flux distribution is used to
flui -weight the neutron data and determine constants in the thermal range for
each fuel type. To correctly account for the spatial distribution of the neutron
flux a similar transport calculation is performed to determine the flux
distribution across the bundle. The energy and spatial distributions thus
obtained are used to determine thermal group parameters for the various cells in
the bundle.
The thermal parameters in water gap and control blade regions are affected
by flux distortion due to the boron contained in the blade. Therefore separate
slab trasport calculations are perfomed to determine blade and water gap
thermal parameters. Detailed blade structure and composition are taken into
account.
Few Group Diffusion - (x - y geometry on the bundle lattice basis)
Using the few group constants as above determined a two dimensional
transport corrected diffusion calculation is carried out to generate the neutron
flux and power distribution over the bundle and evaluate the infinite
multiplication factor (K°° ). Each x-y region in the bundle lattice is designated
as distinct material. The flux distributions per region and per group are then
used directly in the depletion calculation.
Bundle bum-up calculation
Utilizing the nuclear constants and the neutron flux distributions obtained
from the steps above the program calculates the change in isotopic content as a
function of exposure (MWD/T). The isotopic content of the material in the
bundle, bundle averaged cross sections, and a value of K°° are evaluated.
The Gadolinia treatment
Fuel rods containing a strong burnable absorber such as Gadolinia require
special treatment during depletion in order to properly account for the rapid
variation of the neutron flux and cross sections.

(•) Fuel celt - fuel • clsddlng + twociited moderator

Due to the high value and to the particular energy dependence of the Gd
absorption cross section in the thermal range (see Fig. 8), the neutron spectrum
in the poisoned fuel cell (*) is strongly modified with respect to the spectrum in
a standard fuel cell; a further difficulty is due to the spectrum link between the
poisoned cell and the surrounding standard fuel cells.
Oou wection data and itotopical chains
While for beginning of life calcualtions only the cross section of natural Gd
has to be adequately known, for bumup calculations the cross sections of the
different Gd isotopes must be adequately known to describe the contribution to
the absorption rate due to the single isotopes and their consequent depletion. To
this purpose the most significant isotopes to be considered are Gd-155 and Gd-157
(having very large cross sections). Other isotopes such as Gd-156 (acting as a link in
the isotopical chain) result in residual absorption which is important. A rigorous
approach is typically used, which considers the six Gd isotopes burnup.
In a simplified approach, the bumup equation of the Gd isotopes can be
amplified by making the two following approximations:
a) neglect the absorption cross section of Gd-156 and assume that the two
absorbing isotopes (155-157) burn independently;
b) assume that the cross section of Gd-155 and 157 depend on energy
practically in the same way. The main adventage of this simplified
description in that NJJJ may be used as the parameter characterizing the
absorber content at different irradiation steps.
Thermal constant*
To correctly account the spectral link between gadolinia bearing fuel cell
and surrouding standard fuel cells, in thermal cross-section calculations a
surrouding coupling region is actually considered. The coupling region results
from the bomogenization of the fuel cells adjacent to the poisoned one.
The problem geometry is summarized in Fig. 9.The gadolinia bearing rod is
typically suddivided in equal volume cylindrical regions.
Multigroup transport theory is applied to above geometry. An integral
transport theory model gives the necessary spectral and geometrical detail, taking
into account also the radial dependence of spectrum and flux level within the
pin (a different spectrum is evaluated in each mesh point). At each irradiation
step, the space and energy neutron distribution is calculated and the bumup of
the ttotopos ia the fuel a conseguently calculated.
3. LATTICE NUCLEAR LIBRARIES FOR DESIGN AND OPERATION
The result of the bundle lattice calculation is a great mass of data which will
be utilized in the subsequent core analyses, in particular in the 3D-coane mesh
core calculation, the core nuclear transient parameters evaluation, fuel cycle
evaluation, and the thermomechanical analysis. These lattice data are basically
few group (usually 3 groups) homogenized cross sections, K°° , isotopic
concentrations, delayed neutron characteristics, local power distributions, etc.
To Uke into account the actual behaviour of the fuel, the lattice analysis is
performed in different core conditions characterizing the whole life of the fuel;
thus calculations are made:
1) at different history and instanteneous void fractions (typically three) to
simulate the spatial variation of the moderator density
2) it different control situations (control blade in and out)

3) at different moderator and fuel temperatures, either to simulate different
momenta of the life of the reactor as the start-up, the shut-down and the full
power state, or to take into account other phenomena as for instance the
Doppler effect.
4. 3-D CORE ANALYSIS METHODS
Introduction
The intrinsic characteristics of BV7R imply that strong spatial variations exist
within the steady-state operating core, as far as moderator density, control
blades, types of fuel, etc. are concerned. Moreover, all the essential core
parameters as the neutron flux and fission power, moderator enthalpy and
density, coolant inlet temperature and flow, xenon, fuel temperatures, etc., are
closely interrelated, so that strong feedback mechanisms are effective in
determining the core behaviour for any variation of operating parameters.
Therefore, an accurate nuclear analysis requires consideration of three spatial
dimensions, and coupling of a thermal-hydraulics model to the nuclear model.
The BWR core simulator is a static, 3-D coupled nuclear-thermal-hydraulic
computer program representing the core exclusive of the external flow loop. The
nuclear model consists of finite-differenced, coarse mesh, one group, static
diffusion theory; this is coupled to static parallel channel thermal-hydraulics
containing a proper void-quality correlation.
Coarse mesh, one (fast) group methods have been successfull in determining
the 3-D global power distribution with reasonable accuracy in large, loosely
coupled reactors. In fact, the global neutron flux shapes are primarily
determined by diffusion of fast neutrons with a mean free path larger than the
coarse mesh width. Addition of a thermal group would not increase the accuracy
of calculations, unless the mesh spacing is reduced to the size of the thermal
neutron diffusion length — and conseguently the number of mesh points is
increased to impractically large amounts (several millions for a large BWR).
Experience from several areas of technology is integrated in the simulator
model, i.e.:
a) Feedback from operating plants:
— flux and power distributions
— flow measurements
— transient tests
b) Critical power measurements, critical experiments
c) Analyses of irradiated fuel elements
d) Special reactor testa
e) Test reactor fuel element tests
f) Heat transfer loops, chemical loops experiments.
The core simulator is used as one of the most effective and important tools
in BUR core design, both for safety/licensing related analyses and for
optimization of fuel management. A short review of BWR simulator now
follows, highlighting main reactor physics aspects and utilization features.
Core geometry
The core is described in X-Y-Z geometry with the restriction that there is
equal mesh spacing in the X-Y directions. The X, Y, Z mesh is indicated by i, j , k
nomenclature, respectively (Fig. 10). In a horizontal plane, each fuel assembly
or flow channel is described by one mesh point at the center. Vertically, the first
point (k- 1) is (A Z/2) away from the bottom, and the last point (k - KMAX)

• (A Z/2) from the top. In addition to full core representation, quarter-core
and half-core option! are usually available with either mirror or rotational
symmetry conditions.
Different fuel assembly characteristics are provided by making the appropriate quantities channel-type-dependent. The channel types are defined by an
appropriate input a'~sy, for each location (i, j) of the core. All m«h points in a
vertical mesh line .i*ve the same channel type characteristics (like geometric
properties, flow properties, axial Gd distribution etc.). Different fuel nuclear
characteristics are provided by definition of a fuel type, which may vary axially
within MCh channel type. Different fuel types typically are defined for varying
initial enrichments, gadolinia absorber rods, etc. Different orifice types can be
associated with Hie location (i. j). The channel flow and bypass flow correlation
coefficients are a function of the orifice type.
A control rod may be associated with each channel in the core. The control
rod for point (i. j , k) is located in the lower right comer of the channel at (i, j)
(Fig. 11). A proper (i, j) array indicates the number of mesh intervals that the
control rod associated with channel (i, j) is withdrawn.
Similar to the control rod definition, the in-core monitor and traveling
in-core probe (TIP) locations are assigned to the lower right of a mesh point. The
location of the monitors is only needed for an edit of simulated instrument
response.

or, assuming equality and using the previuos equations
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is derived from reduction of the three-group diffusion equations, adopting the
following assumptions:
1. all neutrons are bom in the fait group
2. spatial gradient of D, is neglected
3. most neutron leakage and diffusion over a mesh point takes place at fission
energies (group 1). For slower energies (group 2 and 3), the leakage
approaches the asymptotic expression
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4. tbe thermal and epithermal global flux shapes are similar to the fast
distribution over a coarse mesh, that is
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Nuclear Model

As said above, the coarse mesh, one-group, static diffusion model is oriented
toward accurate representation of fast neutron diffusion. The lattice physics
analysis calculations produce isotopic compositions and few group cross-section
data homogenized over the lattice cell. A data reduction program processes these
data into correlations and tables used in the BVBl Simulator. The nuclear model
includes representation of Doppler broadening as a function of effective average
fu«l temperature. Xenon poisoning is considered with the spatial xenon
concentration calculated for equilibrium conditions or input for non-equilibrium
conditions.
The one-group coarse mesh diffusion equation is finite-differenced in space.
The one-group mouei in its simplest form

(2.4)

5. B* is much less than 1 ( B * « l ) ,
the resulting material buckling takes the well known simple form

•

total removal cross section in the group (j - 1,3)
fission cross-section

fj
SLj

slowing down cross section

Mf -

migration area

At the interface between reactor core and reflector homogeneous boundary
conditions are used:
D V

(2,6)

whereF is a logarithmic derivative boundary-condition constant, determined for
top, bottom and radial edge fuel-reflector interfaces by detailed calculations
(external to the 3-D simulator).
Equation (2.1) is solved by discretization using a first-order difference
scheme.
Void and expoiure and control effecti
The nuclear parameters M", k°° , and A°° appearing in the one-group
equation are represented by polynomial fits and by interpolation of tabulated
values for each fuel type.
In the solution of the coarse mesh approximation, void, exposure, and fuel
type conditions of a node in three-dimensional space are used to interpret
nuclear properties for that node. In this way, void feedback, bumup effects, and
heterogeneous fuel loading are taken into account.
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Void dependence is represented by the ratio of cell avenge water density
relative to saturated water density used in the lattice cell calculation. This ratio
is given by:
U-

S

—^

l\ [F<*i + ( 1 - F

The Dopple/ coefficient Of is dependent upon control and U for each fuel type.
The xe ion poisoning effect is accounted for by making a xenon reactivity
correction l o K " at each node in the form:
<NX) .

(N x - O) |

(2.7)

<M

where Nx represents xenon concentration.
where

a i
a o

Conversion of flux to power
cell average water density
saturated liquid and vapor water density, respectively
volume fraction of water inside the channel relative to total
water for the cell
in-channel void fraction
out-of-channel void fraction

Solution of the one-group diffusion theory model, using nodal-dependent
values for the nuclear parameters k°°,M a and A°° , yields neutron flux0 at
each node. Neutron flux must be converted to fission power to evaluate
thermal-hydraulic feedback effects such as flow, void, and fuel temperature. The
relationship between nodal power and flux, consistent with the one-group
model, may be written as:

Every node in three-dimensional space has a value of V at a given operating point
during bumup of the core;therefore, U it an "instantaneous" relative moderator
density. By averaging U with respect to exposure E of the node historydependent relative moderator density is defined as:

KSR1

where
UHSpatial isotopic concentrations "in the cell are dependent upon the neutron
spectrum during bur-mp, which is expressed as a functions of UH. The sprectrum
at any point in exposure is tipicallv expressed as a function of U. K~ is
dependent upon U, UH and E.
Void distribution in the core is determined by the themal-hydraulics model
according to power and flow distributions and core average pressure. Exposure is
accumulated during plant simulation by knowing power and fuel weight
distributions and the time of operation.
In the three-dimensional diffusion theory solution, the control rod configuration is accounted for by using controlled or uncontrolled nuclear lattice data
for each node.

with
Ef- fission energy
The consersion factor y is a function of exposire for each fuel type.
Isotopic tracking
Isotipic tracking is performed by expressing total uranium, U-235, total
Plutonium, and fissile plutonium weight fractions relative to total heavy metal as
functions of exposure, history-dependent relative moderator density, and
relative power density for each fuel type.

Doppler and Xenon corrections
The Doppler reactivity correction to K ~ at each node is in the form:
K~(T)-K«(TO)
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where T o represents base fuel temperature, and
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Power-void iteration
For a given control rod pattern and exposure distribution, material buckling
B* depends upon the thermal-hydraulic feedback effects of moderator density
and fuel temperature, and upon equilibrium Xenon feedback. If B* is known (or
assumed known) at every node, solution of the spatial diffusion equation yields
the flux distribution. This solution involves inner iteration to determine the
fundamental mode flux and effective multiplication factor K.
Once the flux distribution is determined, the fission power distribution is
obtained. The power distribution affects thermal-hydraulics in the reactor. In
particolar, fission power determines fuel temperature and heat flux to the
moderator; fuel temperature sets the amount of Doppler feedback and heat flux
affects the amount of boiling in the channel, which determines moderator

density feedback and channel pressure drop. Flow into each channel must be
distributed to balance the pressure drop across all channels. Equilibrium xenon
feedback is expressed in terms of the relative power distribution.
The resulting feedback effects may not be the same as originally assumed in
the determination of material buckling B*. In this case, flux must be reevaluated
to represent the new B* distribution. This defines an outer loop iteration, which
must be continued until the fission power distribution is in equilibrium with the
distribution of feedback effects (power-void iteration). The iteration is represented schematically in Fig. 12.
Thermal-hydraulics model
Power-void feedback of a BWR core makes the thermal-hydraulic representation of considerable importance to the nuclear calculation. Formulas from
the ASME Steam Tables are used to evaluate coolant properties as a function of
reactor core pressure and inlet enthalpy. All thermal-hydraulic variables are
assumed to vary between nodes, where the nodal representation is the same as
that for the neutron flux. The flow distribution for characteristic parallel
channels is determined by balancing core pressure drop.
The axial enthalpy and quality distribution is determined for each channel
by a nodal energy balance which consider* fuel rod heat flux to the coolant,
neutron moderation and gamma heating in the coolant and in the flow channel
wall, heat transfer through the channel wall to the bypass region, and 7 ,
(n, f ), and (n, a ) heating in control blades. The void distribution is given by a
void-quality correlation which provides a representation of subcooled, intermediate, and bulk boiling through a few empirical constants which describe the
local flow structure.
Flow-power-void iteration is required to reach an equilibrium condition.
Once this is obtained, the thermal-hydraulics model enable evaluation of the
margin relative to thermal limits.
Details of the thermal-hydraulic models are not given in the present lecture.

— Design-oriented edits: axial and planar averaged results, control rod worth
estimates, bundle sorting for fuel management, performance relative to
design constraints.
The Core Simulator provides for a variety of design and operational analyses.
It may be used, for example, to establish a fuel loading pattern which satisfies
design contraints and. exposure capability; for a given loading pattern, control rod
patterns may be determined which meet design constraints and shape the power
distribution as desired. Single and multi-cycle design studies can be performed.
For an existing plant, operational history and fuel management are made
possible. Fuel management features provide for following each bundle during its
irradiation history from initial loading to final discharge. Capabilities may
include aibcycle analysis, derate analysis, capacity factor determination, and
fuel movement tracking such as shuffling and reinsert. Benchmark comparison
between calculated and measured plant parameters can be performed.
To similate bumup, for a fixed core average exposure step A E, nodal
exposure is accumulated assuming a constant power distribution during the step.
The Haling power-exposure iteration is also available for determining power
and exposure distribution which are in equilibrium at EOC.
The similar is also used for safety-related analyses necessary for licensing,
like:
a) Control rod worths calculation in cold conditions for shutdown margin
verification.
b) Control rod worths calculation in cold and hot-stadby conditions, to
determine the reactivity response to Rod Drop Accident.
c) Determination of core response to Rod Withdrawal Error (inadvertent
withdrawal of the highest worth rod in a worst-case operating condition).
d) Determination of the effect of Fuel Loading Error (exchange of a
high-reactivity bundle with a low-reactivity one) on thermal limits.

Thermal Umitt calculation
Once the power-void iteration is converged, the nodal distribution is la
equilibrium with the distribution of beedback effects (moderator density, fuel
temperature and xenon). Detailed core performance characteristics may then be
calculated, such as maximum and average fuel rod linear heat generation rate
(kW/ft) arid critical power ratio. A review of these operating characteristics will
be given in the next lecture.
Rant Simulation
It is possible to obtain a number od different output information from the
BWR Core Simulator. The output available can be summarized in four major
groups.
— Bundle and core properties: core configurations, control rod patterns,
exposure and history-dependent relative moderator density distributions,
isotopic concentrations, bundle residence times.
— Nuclear model resuls: power and flux distributions, nuclear parameters
(k°° , M', etc.), xenon reactivites, calculated TIP readings.
— Thermal-hydraulic model results: flov distribution and core pressure drop,
steam quality, void fraction, and instantaneous relative moderator density,
thermal limits parameters (limiting values and locations).
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1.2.3. CORE DESIGN AND OPERATION ANALYSIS (1)
1 NUCLEAR DESIGN BASES
The nuclear core has to be designed to assure safe and efficient operation.
Safety design bases are requirements for plant operation from safety stand
point; they protect the nuclear fuel from damage which would result in release
of activity which would represent an undue risk to the health and safety of the
public.
Performance design bases are requirements in order to produce power
efficiently.
In general safety design bases prevent two phenomena:
a) an uncontrolled positive reactivity excursion
b) the core operation beyond the fuel integrity limits.
The reactivity basis (a) requires that the excess reactivity of the core shall be
sufficiently limited to assure that the reactivity control systems are capable of
making the core subcritical at any time with the highest worth control rod fully
withdrawn. The overpower baste (b) requires that the nuclear design shall
provide negative feedback that is sufficient, in combination with other plant
systems, to prevent fuel damage as a result of any abnormal operational
transient: for this purpose limiting operating values for linear heat generation
rate, critical power ratio and average planar linear heat generation rate, as
resulting from fuel mechanical and thermal-hydraulic design bases, shall not be
exceeded during steady-state operation. Moreover the nuclear characteristics of
the nuclear design shall exibit no tendency toward divergent operation.
Core and fuel performance bases require:
— - adequate excess reactivity to achieve design cycle length (cycle energy);
— operation at rated conditions without exceeding operating limits;
— adeguate reactivity regulation and reactivity feedback to facilitate reactor
operation.
2 SHUTDOWN MARGIN
As above mentioned, according to the safety design basis the core must be
subcritical (Keff < 1) with the control rod of highest worth fully withdrawn and
all other fully inserted, under the most reactive core conditions. Shutdown
capability is therefore evaluated in cold (20'C), Xenon free core conditions,
when fuel reactivity is a maximum and control is a minimum. The shutdown
capability is often expressed in termes of

concentration...). Typical reload shutdown reactivity curve indicates minimum
CSDM at the BOC condition.
The adopted criterion allows any control rod to be tested at any time in core
life and assures that the reactor can be shut down using only control rods.
The full core shutdown margin demonstration is an important open vessel
start-up test. To demonstrate that shutdown capability exists all over the cycle,
the measurement of shutdown margin made at zero exposure can be related to
the peak reactivity condition by subtracting the factor R (see Fig. 1) from the
measured value. Shutdown requirements are met when experimental shutdown
margin results to be higher thrni the accuracy by which actual critical can be
predicted. Minimum shutdown margin to be demonstrated is a legal limit, and
typically is < 0.3* A K. The design criterion assures that shutdown requireements are effectively met.
3. REACTIVITY FEEDBACK/REACTIVITY COEFFICIENTS
Reactivity coefficients, the differential changes in reactivity produced by
differential changes in core conditions, are useful in evaluating the response of
the core to external disturbances.
There are three primary reactivity coefficients which characterize the
dynamic behaviour of the BWR over the operating states. These are the Doppler
reactivity coefficient, the moderator void reactivity coefficient and the
moderator temperature coefficient. The power reactivity coefficient is just a
combination of the Doppler and void reactivity coefficients; it is generally
associated with Xenon stability. The initial conditions and the postulated event
determine which of the above coefficients, are significant in evaluating the
response of the reactor.
Void reactivity coefficient
1
AK
The void reactivity coefficient jf~ ^ y is the most important among BWR
reactivity coefficients and, as mentioned, determines the BWR unique features.
The overall void coefficient is always negative in every point of the operating
cycle, since the BWR design is undermoderate: the reactivity change due to the
formation of void results from the reduction in neutron slowing down due to the
decrease in water to fuel ratio.
The void coefficient is the partial derivative of the infinite multiplication
factor, neutron leakage and control system worth with respect to the void
content with reactor near critical. Mathematically this coefficient can be
approximated as:

Cold Shutdown Margin (CSDM) • 1-Keff
The shutdown capability is a function of core exposure, and it has to be
verified all over the cycle lenght. The calculated shutdown reactivity curve for a
typical BWR initial core is presented in Fig. 1. The curve drops sharply from
BOC until ~ 200 MWD/T due to samarium build-up; total samarium defect is
apparently reduced because of gadolinia bumup during this period. Once Sm
equilibrium is reached, the curve becomes a composite of fuel depletion and
gadolinia bum-up. The upward trend indicates that gadolinia bum-up is
prevailing on fuel depletion. Eventually, the revere trend is dictated by the fuel
depletion. The Keff peak (minumum CSDM) and the point of burnable absorber
depletion are a function of the fuel nuclear design (enrichment, gadolinia
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V - in-channel void fraction (volumetric ratio between vapor and vapor
plus liquid within channels)
C • control fraction
L - neutron leakage term
c, uc - controlled, uncontrolled fuel
K, K°° - effective and infinite multiplication factor
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The minimum absolute value of the void coefficient is determined by the
requirement of preventing power oscillations due to spatial Xenon changes. The
maximum absolute void coefficient value is determined by transient response
requirements; pressurization transients shall not unduly limit plant operation.
Typical BWR void coefficient values range from -0.9x10'' to -1.4x10"*
A K/K/ (>» void).
With reference to plant perfomance the adequacy of the void coefficient is
established during the overall design process (remember the flow chart of core
and fuel design and operation analysis illustrated in the first lecture), by the
choice of the water to fuel ratio and other lattice parameters, such as the ratio of
non boiling water (water within gaps outside the fuel channel and within water
rods) to boiling water (active coolant within fuel channels). An increase in the
ratio between non-boiling and boiling water results in a reduction of the absolute
magnitude of the void coefficient, thus improving core response to pressurizing
transients and flattening the axial power distribution.
Sensitivity of moderator void reactivity coefficient to various lattice
parameters is illustrated in Table I; values refer to a typical reload bundle at 15.0
GWD/T and 40* in-channel history void. As can be noted, significant changes in
the lattice void reactivity response occur based on the variable considered
(channel pitch, fuel rod diameter, number and size of water rods). Higher
enrichment and higher exposure in general result in an increased absolute
magnitude (more negative) void coefficient. Both of these characteristics
contribute to a more negative void coefficient for the reload core designs. The
moderator void reactivity coefficient as a function of percent void is shown in
Fig. 2 for typical BWR EOC-1 condition.
In the power operating range, boiling is the primary mechanism for
moderator density variations and the void coefficient in the most important as
input to stability and transient response calculations.
Doppler reactivity coefficient
1 AK
The Doppler reactivity coefficient'?' y f is the change in reactivity due to
a change in the temperature of the fuel. As well known, this change results from
the broadening of the resonance absorption cross sections as the temperature
increases. At beginning of life the Doppler contribution is primarily due to
U-238; as the exposure increases the Pu-240 build-up contributes to the Doppler
coefficient.
The Doppler reactivity coefficient provides instantaneous reactivity feedback
to any rise in fuel temperature, on either a local or gross basis.,
Typical values for BWR Doppler coefficient range from -1.0x10' to
-1.5x10''A K/K/*F. The absolute magnitude of the Doppler reactivity
coefficient decreases with final temperature and increases with exposure,
moderator void and moderator temperature.
The Doppler reactivity decrement is determined by performing lattice
calculations at several fuel temperatures, while maintaining all other input
parameters constant. The Doppler defect results to be accurately represented as:
AKDOP - C D

( VT~- VTo)

; To- reference fuel temperature

The Doppler reactivity decrement increases proportionally to the square root of
fuel temperature and the Doppler coefficient of reactivity can be expressed
directly in terms of the constant of proportionality.

Fig. 3 illustrates the Doppler coefficient as a function of fuel temperature
and exposure for a typical BWR initial core bundle, at 40% average void. Fig. 4
presents the Doppler reactivity defect of an infinite lattice as a function of fuel
temperature, starting from cold conditions. The data presented in the above
figures are relative to infinite lattice.
In finite reactor system the power distribution and hence fuel temperature
distribution vary spatially; large reactivity Doppler feedback is available in higher
flux regions of the core. Doppler spatial effect is usually considered in core
analysis.
The reactivity change caused by Doppler coefficient is small compared to the
other power related reactivity changes during normal operation; it becomes very
important during postulated rapid power excursions in which large fuel
temperature changes occur. The most- severe power excursions are those
associated with postulated rapid removal of control rods (Control Rod Drop
Accidents); a local Doppler feedback associated with a temperature rise is
available for limiting and terminanting the initial burst before the core has been
made stably subcritical by the scram function.
In addition the Doppler reactivity decrement is beneficial in limiting the
plant transients associated with load rejection and turbine trip events.
Moderator temperature coefficient
In BWR, the moderator temperature coefficient is the least important of the
reactivity coefficients, since it affects core operation in a very small portion of
the reactor operating range, i.e. during cold and heat-up conditions. Once the
reactor reaches the power producing range, boiling begins and the moderator
temperature remains esentially constant.
The moderator temperature coefficient can be mathematically represented
by a formula similar to the one given for the void coefficient.
The moderator temperature coefficient is utilised for temperature
corrections of simulation critical eigenvalues to consistently compare actual cold
criticals (at he proper ambient temperature) and calculated cold criticals
(typically at 20*C). Therefore, moderator temperature coefficient enters in cold
shutdown margin demonstration, even though the relative impact is small.
The moderator temperature coefficient is associated with a change in
moderating power of the water. The temperature coefficient is negative for mo6t
of the operating cycle; howerer, near EOC the zero void uncontrolled BWR
lattice can be slightly overmoderated, and the overall moderator temperature
coefficient can become slightly positive. Typical range for the temperature
coefficient is from * 4.10'* to -14x10"' A K/K/T, depending on core
temperature and core exposure.
The small magnitude od this coefficient and the associated long time
constant do not require to impose a design basis limit on the value of the
moderator temperature coefficient. The design limit on the void coefficient
exercises, however, a control on the moderator temperature coefficient, through
the control over the water-to-fuel ratio of the lattice. In Fig. 5 it is presented the
moderator temperature coefficient as a function of moderator temperature fora
typical single enrichment initial core.

Power coefficient
The power coefficient A K/K : A P/P is the result of the composite of all
the significant individual sources of reactivity change associated with a
differential change in reactor thermal power assuming constant Xenon reactivity.
As previuosly mentioned, the power coefficient is a combination of the Doppler
and void reactivity coefficients in the power operating range; therefore this
coefficient has a negative value all over the cycle.
Typical values of the power coefficient are about -0.04 A K/K : A P/P at the
beginning of life condition. These values are well within the range required for
adequately damping power and spatial-Xenon disturbances. Instability threshold
for Xenon subslained oscillation has been evaluated around -0.01 A K/K : A P/P
power coefficient.
4 REACTIVITY AND POWER CONTROL
Control rods and gadolinia burnable absorber whitin fuel bundle selected
rods form the reactivity control system.
Control rod nuclear characteristics
The control blades perform two primary functions. They are used to:
a) control reactivity and provide shutdown capability;
b) control power and shape power distribution
Reactivity control and shutdown capability
Shutdown criteria and capability have been previously discussed.
The reactivity worth of a control rod is a function of its withdrawal
sequence and surrounding nuclear environment. Therefore, the limiting rod
worth is defined in contest with the limiting core condition and event.
The limiting event for control rod worth condiderations is the Rod Drop
Accident, which is defined as the postulated drop of the highest worth rod that
can occur at any core condition in the core life. Limiting core conditions for the
limiting event are cold and hot stand-by core state. The maximum reactivity
worth (supercritical) of withdrawn rods has to be limited to a value less than
that required to meet the 280 calories/gram criterion in the postulated RDA.
The banked position withdrawal sequence (BPWS) limits the maximum rod
worth of a BWR control rod in the limiting event and core condition to a value
less than K A K, which is significantly lower than the 1.5* A K worth still
meeting the 280 calories/gram criterion. Below 20* of rated power the BPWS is
enforced by hardware systems (such as Rod Pattern Control System) or by
procedural control (in old plants). The BPWS will be discussed in a later lecture.
With normal operating control rod patterns, average rod worth is about
0.5* A K; the maximum worth of a rod in a typical operation pattern in about
K AK.
In the power range above 20% of rated power, thanks to inherent feedback
machanisnu, primarily in the form of steam voidB, no restrictions on control rod
patterns are required to minimize control rod worths. During operation, the
control rod patterns are selected based on optimum power-exposure strategy and
on measured core power distributions with low incremental rod worth.

In summary, control of long term reactivity chenges (fuel depletion), control
of reactivity addition resulting from bum-up of peak shutdown Xenon,
accomodation of large power changes are typical functions of reactivity control
performed by control rods; in normal daily operation, little control rod
movement is required for depletion of reactivity. Moreover, the "scram"
function of the control rod system protects the reactor against damage in all
transients which are expected to occur during the life of the plant.
Power shaping and control
The control rods, which enter the core from the bottom of the reactor, are
positioned so that they counter-balance steam void in the upper pare of the core
and cause significant power flattening, by depressing the power in the bottom of
the core. During operation the control rods are generally subdivided into deep
and shallow control rods. Near fully inserted rods pertain to the deep rod
category; rods more that half-way withdrawn from the core pertain to the
shallow category.
The deep rods, as they are near fully inserted, primarily affect core
reactivity, core gross power and bundle power, i.e. radial power distribution;
axial distribution in only slightly affected by deep rods.
On ihe contrary, shallow rods significantly affect the axial power distribution, while have minor influence on core reactivity, core radial power
distribution and core gross power level.
Two examples of the axial response of power di-tribution to changes in control
rod configuration are shown in Fig. 6 and 7. These figures illustrate calculated
TIP response from a 3D simulation of a reload core in the early portion of the
cycle, with bottom-peaked power, starting from typical critical patterns. Fig. 6 is
relative to a shallow rod and shows the typical axial shaping and axial flattening
effect of shallow rods, without significant change in bundle power. Fig. 7 is
relative to a deep rod; the two feet withdrawal does not have a pronounced
effect on axial peak (at the bottom), while presents a significant effect on
bundle power (and core power). This effect is used to increase the core total
output without increasing the axial peak (which is typically controlled by the
shallow rods) by reducing the peak/average power ratio.
Tha understanding of core response to control rod configurations (Fig. 6 and
7 represent just a couple of typical examples) plays an important role in the
ability of controlling core power distributions and thus in developing an
optimum power strategy along the operating cycle by maximizing cycle
exposure capability and operating margins against operating limits.
To change power from 10% to 100% by control rod movement requires the
withdrawal of approximately 25% of equivalent control rods.
Power control by recirculation flow control has been discussed is a previuos
lecture; moreover it is typically performed at fixed control rod pattern.
Gadolinia burnable absorber
Basic reactor physics aspects of the gadolinia burnable absorber have been
discussed in the previous lecture (bundle lattice design). The bases for design of
the burnable absorber loading into the reactor core are:
— to compensate for the reactivity difference between the control rod system
capability and the beginning of cycle reactivity (assure shutdown and
exposure capability)-.
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— to minimize the reactivity swing over the cycle length (minimize requirements for control rod inventory and movement during cycle operation);
— burnable absorber to be *'bumed-out" by the end of each cycle (minimize
impact on fuel cycle cost)
— to improve power distribution by axially zoning the gadolinia concentration
(initial core bundles)
The above bases are taken into account during bundle design and during core
design, in order to optimize core inventory and distribution of the gadolinia
burnable absorber. Examples given in the previous lecture, through K°° curves
as a function of exposure, are consistent with the bases just given. Burnable
absorber inventory in the core, as well as number, position and absorber
concentration of gadolinia-bearing rods in the bundles, are a function of required
cycle exposure capability and of BOC exposure configuration; the cold
condition is limiting for meeting shutdown capability. In general the gadolinia
inventory is higher for an initial core than for a reload. The propor use of
gadolinia burnable absorber allows reload cycle up to 18 month length,
equivalent to about 9000 MWD/T, with a significant increase in plant capacity
factor. The basic effect of gadolinia in reactivity compensation is schematically
illustrated in Fig. 8.
For axial power shaping purpose, slightly higher gadolinia concentrations are
used in the lower segment of the fuel rod in the initial core bundles, below the
core mid-plane. The effect of voids is to skew the power toward the bottom of
the core, while the effect of the control rods is to reduce che power in the
bottom of the core; the effect of the axial gadolinia shaping is to flatten the
power near the bottom. The power shape determines primarily the void
distribution: control rods and gadolinia are the mechanisms available for
optimizing the axial power. Detailed 3D core analysis determines the axial
gadolinia distribution which provides the desired axial power flattening.
Reactivity balances
The BWR design process uses 3D core simulation which directly calculates
the core configuration (control rod pattern, temperature, void and power
distribution), and the relative Keff. Due to the strong interaction of the BWR
main design parameters, components of a reactivity balance are quite ambiguous
unless the sequence of the changes is clearly defined, and are net normally used
in describing BWR behaviour. Nevertheless, certain reactivity states can oe
defined which provide information about BWR behaviour. As example, first
cycle typical data are presented in Table II for various cold, Xenon-free
conditions.
5. CORE LOADINGi
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The core loading criteria are to meet the safety and operating design bases, as
reviewed at the beginning of the present lecture, while increasing operating
margins against operating limits and minimizing the fuel cycle cost.
The average fuel enrichment of the initial core load and average enrichment/
batch size in the reloads are determined to provide the desired fuel cycle
length/exposure capability; necessarily the excess reactivity has to be sufficient
to overcome the associated neutron leakage, moderator heating and boiling, fuel
temperature rise and equilibrium Xenon and Samarium. The correspondence
between initial core average enrichment, exposure capabibty and cycle length

(80% capacity factor) is illustrated in the following table for a typical 1000 MWe
BWR.
ennchment, w/o
1.7
1.9
2.1

exposure
cycle length
capability, MWD/T (80* CF), month
8.000
13
16
10.000
12.000
19

Using typical 3.6/2.8 w/o reload bundle enrichments, the reload batch size ranges
from about 20% to 30% of the core loading, depending on cycle length, capacity
factor and power density.
To assure safe, efficient and economic operation of the core throughout the
plant life, ths core loading patterns (initial core and reloads) are based on
extended Cue! cycle analysis involving 3D simulation from beginning of life to
equilibrium cycle. The attainment of the target bundle discharge exposure is
within the objectives of the fuel cycle analysis and is the basis for minimizing
fuel cycle costs.
Initial core loading pattern
The typical initial fuel loading of a modem BWR incorporates the use of
three distinct bundle types, each with a different bundle enrichment. These
bundle enrichments are categorized as natural, medium and high.
The enrichments and positions of the loading pattern aie selected to provide
an optimum balance between maximization of reactivity and minimization of
radial peaking. Typical core loading pattern is presented in Fig, 9. The concept
will not change with the core dimension. The peripheral core zone is loaded with
natural enrichment bundles. The interior of the core is divided into two zones.
The outher one — about 35% of the core area — consists enterely of the high
enrichment bundles. The inner zone — about 50% of the core area — consists of
a checkerboard mixture of medium and high enrichment bundles. The radial
reactivity distribution resulting from this loading type is illustrated in Fig. 10,
and explains the radial power flattening concept.
The natural enrichment bundles on the core periphery act as a neutron
reflector, improving neutron economy by reducing neutron leakage; increased
thermal flux in natural uranium fuel provides partial power compensation to the
low fissile content. The high enrichment region of the core provides radial power
flattening and drives the natural enrichment fuel on the periphery.
This type of core loading maintains the same radial peaking as a single
enrichment core, while minimizing neutron leackage; therefore enrichment
requirements are decreased, without power peaking penalty. In the multiple
enrichment core the fuel is better utilized; discarged enrichments are consistent
with the discharge exposure. At the end of cycle one, the natural uranium
bundles will be discharged. Moreover the multiple enrichment core results in a
smooth and efficient transition from the first cycle to the equilibrium cycle.
Reload core pattern
In the reload cycles the same principle of minimizing radial power peaking
and maximizing core reactivity is applied, and the same basic zonal concept of
first loading is carried out.

Basic refueling criteria are:
— following any cycle, discharge the lowest reactivity bundles (number of
assemblies to be discharged depends of course on the batch size to be loaded,
based on cycle energy requirements);
— following discharge, shuffle remaining assemblies of lowest reactivity to the
core periphery;
— load fresh fuel and shuffle remaining fuel, as necesssry to minimize radial
peaking; quadraiit/octant symmetry is desirable.
The core reload pattern is typically of the scatter load type. Scatter loading
gives flexibility toward a uniform distribution of cold control rod worth within
the core, thus allowing easier shutdown margin without significant penalization
in cycle exposure capability. Fig. 11 illustrates an example of reload pattern for
relatively low power density reactor core (1 year equilibrium cycle).
Analyses are performed by the 3D BWR simulator. Basic criteria for power
and exposure operating strategy are given in the next lecture. As for the initial
core loading, simultaneous consideration has to be given to exposure capability,
power distribution and shutdown margin, as they strongly intera.t, to comply
with design basis constraints.

TABLE II - REACTIVITY DATA FOR THE COLD, XENON FREE
STATE. TYPICAL BWR INITIAL COSE
Condition
% controlled

BOC

MOC

EOC

100
75
50
0

0.933
0.999
1.037
1.117

0.939
1.000
1.036
1.111

0.924
0.986
1.016
1.086

BOC — Beginning of cycle
MOC — Middle ot cycle (roost reictiie point in the cycle)
E C — End of cycle

References
— BWR/4 and BWR/5 fuel design, NEDO 20944, Oct. 1976
— BWR/6 fuel design, NEDO 20948, Dec. 1975
— R.C. Stim, Generation of void and Doppler reactivity feedback for
application to BWR design, NEDO 20964 (1976)
— R.L. Crowther, Xenon considerations in design of boiling water reactor,
APED 5640, June 1968
— Balduccelli et alii, Temperature coefficient calculation of the Caorso reactor,
AMN/NUCUTAL Tech Note 77:015 (1977)
— AMN Ansaldo Impianti 660 MWe Standard Plant

TABLE I - SENSITIVITY OF VOID COEFFICIENT TO LATTICE
PARAMETERS (TYPICAL RELOAD BUNDLE, 15 GWD/T)
Case
Number
I/base
2
3
4
5

Channel
(inside dimens.
same thickness)
5.278
5.278
5.278
5.278
5.215

Fuel rod
OD/Pitch
0.493/0.640
0.493/0.640
0.493/0.640
0.493/0.640
0.493/0.640

N. water
rods/ size
I/small
I/small
2/smali
2/large
2/large

* positive value indicates less negative void coefficient relative to base case.

Change *
void coeff.
at 40* void
—
2.9
4.3
8.3
19.5

a

10

s
^ORF
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(GWD/T)
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Fig- 1 — Cold shutdown margin reactivity curve. Typical BWR initial core
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Fig. 5 — Moderator temperature coefficient at a function of moderator
temperature. Typical single enrichment initial core
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Example of coreresponseto a thallow rod
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1.2.4. CORE DESIGN AND OPERATION ANALYSIS (2)
1. CORE PERFORMANCE / OPERATING LIMITS
Core and fuel operation at rated condition without exceeding the operating
limits is requiied by core and fuel performance basis and is demonstrated as part
of the start-up tests.
The operating limits are the result of the comprehensive reactor technology;
they are the result of operating experience and of the mutual interaction
between core and fuel performance and safety and operating plant system
performance. The schematic flow chart of design and operation analysis given in
a previuos lecture illustrates the major interactions. The operating limits having a
direct impact on BWR reactor physics (design and operation) can be expressed in
term of:
— Maximum Linear Heat Generation Rate (MLHGR)
— Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR)
— Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate (MAPLHGR).
Each of these is a function of both the gross three dimensional power
distribution and the local (rod-by-rod) power distribution. The core and fuel are
designed such that the resultant operating power distributions meet the above
operating limits.
A brief review of the above constraints seems to be useful, even though
disciplines other than reactor physics are involved.
Maximum Linear Heat Generation Rate (MLHGR)
The MLHGR is the maximum allowed power generation in a fuel rod per
unit length of the fuel rod. It is usually expressed in terms of kW/ft.
MLHGR - 13.4 kW/ft
MLHGR is a mechanical design basis. This value is supported by extensive
BWR fuel experience and presents an high margin against the fuel rod clad
damage limit, conservatively assumed as a 1* plastic clad strain.
Maximum Average Planar Linear Heat Generation Rate (MAPLHGR)
The MAPLHGR is the maximum allowed power generation in a fuel bundle
cross-section per unit length of the bundle. It is the parameter assumed for
conformance to 10 CFR 50 — Appendix K relative to the required ECCS
performance.
Steady-state operation below MAPLHGR limit ensures that the maximum clad
temperature of 2200 'F is not exceeded in case of LOCA, as per above Appendix K.
MAPLHGR limit is a function of fuel bundle lattice geometry, and rod-to-rod
(local) power distribution and bundle exposure, but is heavily dependent on
Emergency Core Cooling Systems (ECCS) design and performance.
Modern BWR fuel and ECCS design makes this limit less stringent than the
MLHGR limit. Thus by meeting the MLHGR limit it is automatically shown to
meet MAPLHGR Umit.
Minimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR)
The MCPR is a measure of the core thermal-hydraulic performance. The
MCPR is the minimum value of the ratio of the bundle power at start of
transition boiling (critical power) to the calculated bundle power. Operating at

CPR > MCPR assures that al least 99.9 percent of the fuel rods in the core are
not expected to experience transition boiling during abnormal (most severe
moderate frequency) transient event. MCPR - 1.23 is a tipical value.
The structure and the application of the MCPR concept are illustrated in Fig.
1. Core and fuel design affects MCPR through bundle lattice local power
distribution and core transient data (void coefficient in particular); core
transient data together with plant system performance determine the A MCPR.
The difference between actual operating conditions and operating limits is a
measure of the operating margins and flexibility. Reactor physics and operation
has to provide, for a given core, as margins as possible. Expected MCPR and
LHGR values along the cycle 1 of a typical BWR are presented in Fig. 2 and 3.
The segmented lines are representative od expected actual core operating
conditions.
2. DESIGN POWER DISTRIBUTIONS
For design convenience, the reactor core is typically described by means of
peaking factors. Two basic factors are used to describe the BWR core design
power distribution, i.e local and gross peaking factor.
The local peaking factor is defined as the power of one fuel rod within a fuel
bundle relative to the average power of all fuel rods in that bundle at a given axial
cross section.
The gross peaking factor is defined as the power of any node (axial segment)
of the core relative to the average power of all nodes in the core.
Typical values for 2894 MW/624 bundle BWR are:
local peaking factor - 1.13
gross peaking factor - 2.06
If the core were operated at these maximums, the peak power fuel rod segment
in the core would be operating at the 13.4 kW/ft operating limit. Appropriate
design allowances are included at the design stage to ensure that these limits are
met: during actual operation of the reactor it is expected that the peaking values
result lower than the target design maximums.
The gross peaking factor can also be described in terms of the axial and
radial peaking factors. This distinction between axial and radial distribution is
often useful in describing core performance. For example, the radial peaking
factor — total power of a given bundle relative to the average power of all
bundles — is an important variable in the core thermal-hydraulic performance.
Axial peaking affects optimum bum-up and thermal hydraulics.
Conservative design power distributions are used for thermal-hydraulic core
design purpose.
3. TARGET POWER AND EXPOSURE DISTRIBUTION
The power distribution in a boiling water reactor is a complex function of
the fuel bundle types and distribution, of the exposure distribution, the void
condition, the control rod pattern and the burnable absorber. A three
dimensional BWR simulator is used to calculate the 3D power distribution
consistent with core configuration and reactivity feedback.
Optimum design and operation of a reactor core imply minimizing the power
peaking to attain maximum operating margins.
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A basic operating principle has been developed and is applied to boiling
water reactors in order to minimize power peaking throughout the operating
cycle. The principle is referred to as the "Haling principle" or "the minimum
power peaking principle". The main concept is that "for any given set of
end-of-cyc!e conditions, the power peaking factor is maintained at the minimum
value when the power shape does not change during the operating cycle".
The explanation of the principle is straight forward. Assume that the target
constant power shape hss been determined and assume further that at some
point during the operating cycle a flatter power distrubution can be attained. To
achieve this lower peaking, the reactivity distribution must be such that in the
region of peak power the reactivity if> less than in the target case. Fuel reactivity
is normally a decreasing function of exposure: the lower value of reactivity
implies that the exposure in the region of peak power is high relative to the
target case. This could have been achieved only by operating with a power
distribution more peaked than the target distribution during some earlier portion
of the operating cycle. As a conclusion, it is possible to obtain a power peaking
factor lower than the constant power shape peak at some time during the cycle
only by operating with a peaking factor higher than that of the target shape at
some earlier time in the cycle. It is then demonstrated that the constant power
shape corresponds to the minimum peak-to-average value that can be maintained
throughout the cycle.
For each operating cycle the designed end-of-cycle power distribution is
calculated using the Haling principle; the power peaking will be maintained at
the minimum value when the power shape does not change during the operating
cycle: the Haling shape is then used as the target power distribution. Starting
from the assumed BOC conditions, the Haling power distribution is determined
by iterating between end-of-cycle exposure and power until mutually consistent
distributions are obtained at the end of cycle reactivity condition (Keff . 1, all
rod out).
The application of the Haling principle to a given core (cycle) will then
furnish:
— target exposure increment (capability)
— target EO<"! exposure distribution
— target power distribution.
The Haling principle is a powerful tool for core design, core operation, fuel
cycle studies. In core design it furnishes an impartial basis for evaluating
different core loadings: as an example a flat axial power distribution will assure
enough exposure in the upper part of the cote, thus increasing present and
following cycle shutdown margin capability. In core operation, it furnishes the
target and the guide for an optimum operation throughout the cycle and
attaining the end of cycle at full power with all rods withdrawn. Typical Haling
power-exposure distribution are illustrated in Fig. 4 and 5.
4. POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL STRATEGY
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The target exposure would be met only by having an ideal reactivity control
capable of giving at any core exposure level the same reactivity (K°°) spatial
distribution as the target end-of-cycle distribution.
Operationally, one has to handle the actual control system, made of finite
control elements (the control rods): regions containing inserted control rods are
over poisoned while regions without control rod inserted are not poisoned at all.
This result in power and exposure distributions which deviate significantly from
the target shape.

The operating compromise results in the use of a sequence of control rod
configurations (control rod patterns) such that the time average of the power
and exposure shapes approximate the predetermined target shapes. The sequence
of control rod patterns are developed taking advantage of typical BWR control
rod lay-out and of the core responses to control rod positioning.
Control rod seguence
The control rods can be divided into two groups or sequences, called A
(including central rod) and B (not including the central rod). Each of them
includes two subgroups called Al, A2, and Bl, B2 respectively. Control rod
assignment to each sequence is shown in Fig. 6 in which each box represents a
four-bundle cell controlled by a control rod. Each sequence appears as a
repetitive array. Horizontally and vertically adjacent rods pertain to a separate
sequence; diagonally adjacent rods pertain to the same sequence (A - B) and are
alternated between deep and shallow.
In order \x> attain a nearby uniform distribution of power and exposure
among the assemblies through the cycle, the four subgroups or sequences are
periodically alternated, while individually used to keep the reactor critical and
get the desired power shape.
All B rods are fully whithdrawn when A rods ars being used. The deep rods
of Al sequence are used as shallow ones in the A2 sequence, and viceversa. The
same criterion is applied when using the Bl and B2 sequences, with all the A rods
fully withdrawn. The order of use of sequences during the cycle is typically:
Exposure interval
MWD/T

Sequt

0-1000
1000-2000
2000 3000
3000-4000
4000-5000

Al
Bl
A2
B2
Al
etc.

Within each sequence, the critical control configurations (control rod
patterns) meeting the power shaping and operating limits requirements are
determined at rated conditions at the variuos core exposures in the cycle by
using the 3D core simulator. Given the target power shape, the basic strategy is
to deliberately peak the axial power in the bottom portion of the core early in
the cycle, more strongly than the target shape dictates. This compensates for the
condition late in the cycle in which most of the control rods are fully withdrawn
and not available for axial power shaping. As an example, the Fig.. 7 illustrates
target versus effective end of cycle exposure distribution.
As a conclusion, the power distribution and control strategy involves the
calculation of the target power shape, the calculation of the control rod
sequences that approximate that shape and the use of those rod sequences and
tha in^core nuclear instruments as guide to reactor core operation. The result of
this strategy is a series of critical control rod patterns — which meet the design
operating margins — from BOC to EOC at rated conditions at regular core
exposure intervals.

Core reactivity monitoring
A determined inventory of control rods (in terms of number of notches
inserted) is associated to each critical rod pattern along the cycle. The curve of
the critical control rod inventory vs. core exposure is used to monitor the
reactivity along the cycle. More exactly, control rod patterns are calculated in
the hypothesis of more and less reactive core (typically +. 1* A K at BOC and
at the maximum reactivity point) to demonstrate full power operation even in
these conditions. Corresponding control rod position insertions permit to
complete the above curve and to have the "reactivity anomaly" band (see Fig. 8)
effectively used to monitor the core reactivity.
Periodically the effective notch inventory is checked against the said curve
and the inventory has to stay within the *. 1% A K range (normalized at the
beginning of cycle).
The control blade history effect
Is has to be pointed out that a control rod inserted in the core causes a
localized distortion in the neutron flux. When inserted, the control rod depresses
the neutron flux and hardens the spectrum in nearby fuel rods resulting in a
reduced bum-up rate and an increased Pu/U consersion ratio relative to the fuel
rods located far from the control rod. When the control rod is
withdrawn, these nearby rods, because of their relatively lower bumup and
increased plutonium content, operate ad a higher power than if they had
previously been uncontrolled. The magnitude of this power increase is
greatest in the comer rod and depends primarily on the bum-up that the
axial segment of the fuel assembly accumulated while previously
controlled and the bum-up accumulated since becoming uncontrolled. This
phenomenon is commonly known as a control blade history (CBH) effect
on local power distribution.

5. IMPROVED CORE DESIGN AND OPERATING STRATEGY CONTROL CELL CORE CONCEPT

THE

In the last few years extensive development and demonstration activities
have been carried out in order to overcome the "spread" control concept
(periodic exchange between the basic A and B patterns), reduce the amount of
control rod movement during operation without negative impact of the CBH
effect and achieve a uniform fuel bundle exposure.
The basic iuea can be expressed as follows:
— bum fuel bundles without control (no adjacent control rod inserted) before
last in core-residence cycle, thus achieving near target discharge exposure;
— bum fuel bundles with control (. djacent control rod inserted) during last (or
next to last) in core-residence c.'de, in low power condition, achieving a
limited exposure increment and vithout CBH impact on the operation.
As a result, an improved BWR core design and operating strategy, known as the
Control Cell Core (CCC) concept, has been developed and succesfully implemented in operating BWR (fo' example Millstone/cycle 6, spring 1978). The
CCC concept may be expected to become of regular application in a near future
(cfr. ANS Trans. Am. Nucl. Soc, 33, 586 (1979).

The CCC concept is based on an operating strategy in which control rod
movement to offset reactivity changes during power operation is limited to a
fixed group of control rods throughout the entire cycle. Each of these rods and
its four sorrounding fuel assemblies forms a control cell. Alt other control rods
are normally fully withdrawn from the core while operating at power. Low
reactivity fuel assemblies are placed in the control cell so that control rod
motion occurs adjacent only to low power fuel. The control cell core
configuration for a tyfical BWR is shown in Fig. 9.
For an initial cycle, low enrichment fuel assemblies are placed in the control
cell. In the reaload cycles, the fuel assemblies of lowest reactivity remaining in
the core after the discharge batch has been selected are placed in the control
cells. For a typical equilibrium cycle, these correspond to the highest bumup
assemblies, to be discharged next cycle.
A comparison between CCC and conventional performance characteristics is
illustrated in synthesis by Fig. 10 through 12. They show typical calculated
bundle power responses to control rod withdrawal (core power assumed 1.0):
power in fresh (high reactivity) fuel assembly as adjacent control rod is
withdrawn toward the bottom, power in control cell fuel and in the fresh fuel
next to control cell as the control cell control rod is withdrawn toward the
bottom. One can note from the above rod responses that in CCC design
— the highest peak power in the control cell assembly is significantly lower
than that of the adjacent high power assembly;
— the power distribution in the high power assembly in much less sensitive to
control rod motion than in a conventional design;
— the peak in the high power assembly is not significantly increased when the
control rod is partially inserted.
The above characteristics confirm the potential for eliminating the conventional rod pattern exchange. In fact, the control cell fuel operates at a
substantially lower peak power than the highest power fuel in the core: the
effect of control blade history on local peaking, and the effect of shallow rods
on axial power and exposure distributions can be accomodated without the need
for rod pattern exchanges.
It has to be pointed out that the CCC concept has the potential to be
backfitted to existing BWR's.In Fig. 13 the CCC map of Millstone/cycle 6
demonstration is shown. Based on a detailed feasibility study, the CCC
application resulted to be feasible also for Caorso cycle 2.
The basic concept we illustrated has the potential for further improvements
and different implementations in order to semplify the reactor core operation, as
a result of extensive cycle management analysis.
5. DESIGN AND OPERATION INTERFACE
The design and operation interface is made-up by the in-core instrumentation and the process computer.
The monitoring of the core is an important function of the process computer
and in-core instrumentation. The core model in the process computer gives a
thorough three-dimensional representation of the reactor core in all the
operating states, starting from actual LPRM and TIP readings, measured power,
enthalpy and core flow data and actual control rod pattern. Actual operating
values of LHGR, MCPR and MAPLHGR are derived and the margins against
operating limits evaluated: the operating limits must not be exceeded either for
safety requirements or for fuel warranties.

With the piesent day process computer capabilities, the tendency is toward
adopting as core model an actual 3D core Bimilator, using direct process inputs;
calculated power distribution is adjusted to comply with the set of in-core
neutron detectors.
It has to be pointed out that rod patterns and power distributions obtained
during the design phase do not specify the unique way to operate from BOC to
EOC; they are a possible god strategy, a presented guide for the actual
operation. In fact the actual operation has to incorporate effective plant
requirements and, most importantly, the actual observed power distributions as
indicated by the instrument and process computer system. The currently
operating BWR plants demonstrate the effectiveness of this operational concept.
The interface between design and operation is not; of course, a "one way"
concept: The results of actual reactor operation, as obtained by in-core
instrumentation and process computer, are sistematically turned back to design.
The achieved benefits can be summarized as follows.
— Thorough calibration between actual operating data and "operating data" as
calculated by the design methods; this will furnish the "best estimate" of the
end of cycle configuration (in terms of critical Keff and exposure
distribution), which incorporates last available actual operation data, to be
used as basis for the design of the next reload.
— Revision of the operating strategy to account for unforeseen plant events
with significant impact on reactor operation, such as a prolonged reduced
power operation.

MCPR -

OPERATING LIMIT

£ MCPR - WORST TRANSIENT

HCPR -

SAFETY LIMIT

( 9 9 . 9 % AVOID TRANSITION BOILING)
ONSET OF BOILING TRANSITION
(CRITICAL POWER)

Fig. 1 — Structure and application of the MCPR concept
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1.2.5. CORE DESIGN AND OPERATION ANALYSIS (3)
1. CONTROL ROD DROP ACCIDENT AND BANKED POSITION
WITHDRAWAL SEQUENCE
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With respect to a reactivity insertion into a boiling want reactor, the limiting
event for control rod worth considerations is the Rod Drop Accident; limiting
core conditions for the limiting event are cold and hot stand-by core state.
Therefore, the accident which has been chosen as a design basis to encompass
the consequences of a reactivity excursion is the control rod drop accident.
The CRDA analysis is part of the safety related analyes performed during
BWR core design. The analysis is performed at the limiting core states, in
the various coxe configurations, to ensure that the peak fuel enthalpy is
always less than 2SQ calories/gram (280 cal/g is a design limit which
provides wide margin against the 425 cal/g fuel pin fragmentation
threshold).
At any specified reactor state, peak enthalpies for rod removal accident vary
proportional with rod worth, and peak enthalpy provides the best index for
determining the consequences of a reactivity accident.
Minimizing \ the (incremental) rod worths will result in mitigating the consequences of CRDA. The banked position withdrawal sequence (BPWS) concept is
effective in reducing maximum incremental control rod worth that
virtually eliminates the CRDA as an accident of any concern. The BPWS
is the basis of the typical in-sequence operation of the BWR from fully
controlled condition to ~ 20% rated power.
Before discussing the BPWS concept it seems useful to briefly review the
reactor physics and the "reference" analysis approach of the CRDA.
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Control rod drop accident
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The following sequence of events must occur before the CRDA is possible:
— the complete rupture/disconnection of a fully inserted control rod drive from
its cruciform control blade in the most reactive local initial condition;
— the sticking of the blade in the fully inserted position as the rod drive is
withdrawn;
— the falling of the control rod to the rod drive position.
The unlikely dropping of the rod results in a high local K °° in a small region
of the core with a highly peaked power distribution and subsequent shutdown
mechanisms. The following conservative assumptions are made in the CRDA
aru'lysis:
— tne transient is assumed to be controlled only by the Doppler reactivity
feedback;
— moderator heating and void feedbacks are ingnored because of the short
time of the transient effect ( < 5 sec);
— the scram reactivity feedback is not effective in limiting the accident
consequence because it holds the reactor subcritical after the power burst
is terminated.

Loading map ofMillstone/cycle 6 CCC demonstration
Fig. 1 summarizes the CRDA evaluation approach. The lattice code is
used to prepare nuclear libraries, i.e. few (three) group cross sections,
Doppler correction, six group delayed neutron fractions and neutron
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generation time; the BWR simulator is used to prepare core data, such as
rod accident shape function, scram shape function, control rod worth,
initial steady state reactor core conditions. Finally the transient analysis is
performed in R-Z geometry, using the abiabatic prompt excursion method.
A typical core geometry is reported in Fig. 2.
An example of rod drop accident reactivity excursion is illustrated in
Fig. 3; the net reactivity A K (t) as a function of the time is give;, by:
A K (t) = A K A (t) + A K s (t - t s ) + A K F (t)
.. here:
A KA

= rod shape accident function

A Kg (t - t s )

= scram shape function

ts

-

A K r (t)

= Doppler feedback

scram initiating time

A typical final enthalpy distribution illustrated in Fig. 4 shows the localized
effect of a CRDA excursion.
Control rod removal excursion analyses indicate that a 280 cal/g results from
a typical rod worth (supercritical) or ~ 1.5% A K at the limiting core state.
These analyses also show that 280 cal/g are not attained for excursions initiated
at ~ 20% power by a control rod worth as high as 2% A K.

The banked position withdrawal sequence (BPWS) concept
The banked position method of rod withdrawal limits incremental control rod
worth to an average value of approximately 0.5% A K; the highest of incremental
control rod worths calculated for normal core conditions is found to be less than
1% A K and the corresponding peak fuel enthalpy in a design basis control rod
drop accident less than ~ 170 cal/g, well below the 280 cal/g limit. The
BPWS virtually eliminates the CRDA as an accident of any concern, not
because it eliminates the possibility of a rod drop to occur, but because the
BPWS maintains incremental rod worth to such low values.
The BPWS principle is based on twc basic concepts.
(a) The control rods are subdivided in large groups and uniformly distributed
within each group;
(b) The control rods are withdrawn on a bank and group-wise basis.
The proper applications of the above basic concepts permits reduced rod drop
in a high worth core configuration and extended rod drop (full-in to full-out)
only in a low worth core configuration.

These concepts are as follows:
(a) The control rods, are subdivided in groups. The rod are uniformly distributed
within each group. Control rods are withdrawn on a group basis.
The large number of control rods per group along with the uniform
distribution of these control rods within the group has a substantial effect in
reducing the incremental control rod worth (within the constraints of the
BPWS). The large control rod groups keep the relative radial power
distribution fairly flat as the control rods in a given group are being
withdrawn: power is not allowed to peak to any great extent, and the
incremental control rod worths are kept to a relative low value. Neutronic
coupling considerations are the base of the control rod distribution within a
Hroup. If control rod spacing within a group is too close, the neutronic
coupling effect will cause an increase in control rod worth.
Extensive study and experience have demonstrated that the first few control
rods withdrawn in a group are of highest worth, while the remaining rods in
the group are of very low -worth; this is particularly true in the normal
method used in withdrawing control rods in a given group, i.e. when control
rods in the central region of the core are first withdrawn and the remaining
are then removed in a "spiral" toward the core edge until all rods in the
group are withdrawn.
(b) To explain the bank mode of withdrawing the control rods, let us consider
the control rod shape function (Fig. 5). According to the basic concept, all
rods pertaining to a group have to be withdrawn to a (first) bank position
before withdrawal to the following bank position is allowed. In this manner
the incremental worth of a dropped rod is essentially associated only with
the available reactivity worth between the last two bank positions, even
M-jugh the rod drop is from the full-in position: while dropping through the
previous (earlier) bank positions, the rod acts as last rod in the group, thus
with insignificant contribution to the overall rod drop worth (as per above
point (a)).
The Fig. 5 graphically illustrates the effectiveness of the banked position
mode of operation in reducing incremental control rod worth.
The actual implementation of the BPWS takes into account the actual core
reactivity, operation aspects and flexibility, to attain safe and efficient operation.
BPWS - Actual implementation
The control rod withdrawal sequence may be divided into two steps:
(a) startup range - from all rod in to a 50% or black and white configuration
(b) power range - from black and white to ~ 20% rated power.
Control rod group assignment
Example of control rod group assignment is indicated in Fig. 6 and 7
(sequence A). Groups 1 to 4 pertain to startup range; groups 5 to 10 pertain to
power range.
Uniform distribution and neutronic coupling have been taken into account.

For example BPWS rod group 7 of sequence A contains four control rods in the
central zone of the core that have a higher degree of neutronic coupling:
incremental control rod worth associated w.th one of the four group 7 control
rods is generally of relatively high worth. Howerer, the location of the highest
incremental worth control rod is variable and dependent on the radial power and
control rod pattern. As radial power shape in peaked to the center of the core,
the control rods located in the central region will be of relatively high worth. As
radial power shape is relatively flat or peaked in a concentric ring around the
center of the core, ihe neutronic coupling effect of the central diagonally
adjacent rods tends to decrease and high worth occurs in the above cone nitric
ring toward periphery (group 9, sequence A) when withdrawal of edge rods
(groups 5 and 6) shifts Me power more toward the edge of the core.
Bank position determination
Four bank positions are typically foreseen, N, to N , . In order to properly
select the hank positions, the control rod shepe functions along the cycle and
reactor life have to be considered (see Fig. 8). The optimum wi'.l be to obtain
bank positions of generic validity, i.e. independent of cycle and cycle exposure.
Typical bank positions resulting in incremental control rod worth below
0.01 A K corresponds to
N, - 1 ft out
N, - 2 ft out
N, - 3 ft out
N, - fully out (as an additional m. rgin)
Bank positions are flexible inputs and may be changed according to core design
characteristics and requirements.
A significant example of BPWS effect on rod worths is shown in Fig. 9 for a
typical BWR core; it demonstrates the basic concept ill"strated in Fig. 5 and the
neutronic coupling effect associated with the four diagonally adjacent group 7
rods (sequence A) in the central region of the core.
Control rod withdrawal sequence in the startup t<mge
The basic rules of BPWS application are summarized.
Either sequence A or B is allowable for start-up.
— The first 25* of the control rods to he withdrawn (i.e. groups 1 and 2 or
groups 3 and 4) are to be withdrawn from full-in to full-out, one group a
time. In fact criticality may be achieved aftir some control rods in the
second group have been withdrawn, and the rod worth at this point is very
low and without concern with respect to CRDA.
— The second 25* of the control rods have to be withdrawn in bank mode,
using positions N;.
— All control rods within a group must be withdrawn to a bank position before
proceeding to the neit one.
— All control rods within a group must be completely withdrawn before
proceeding to the next control rad group.

Contwlrod withdrawal sequence in the power range
Basic concepts of BPWS application in the power range are illustrated in
synthesis.
— Rods in groups b to 10 can be moved only after the black and white
configuration has been obtained.
— Peripheral groups 5 and 6 have just one bank position.
— Groups 7 to 10 rods can be withdrawn with the only restriction that within
each group the banked mode has to be applied and that groups 7 and 8 limit
withdrawal of groups 9 and 10 before reaching a specified bank position
usually coincident with N 3 , and vice-versa.
The BPWS constraints are enforced either by procedural control (old plants)
or by hard-wired system logic (such as Rod Pattern Control System) until ~ 20%
rated power. The predetermined withdrawal sequences in the powe? range are
developed to optimize power distributions, at the same time minimizingcontiol rod worth.
Control rod worth calculation
The BPWS concept, while highly reducing the conseguence of a CRDA,
simplifies the design activity, usually avoiding the need for the "reference"
CRDA licensing analysfc. In the startup and power range (below 20% rated)
incremental control rod worth caculations fee performed using the 3D BWR
simulator. Spatial distributions of fuel, exposure, gadolinia, voids are properly
taken into account, together with the spatial power shift occurring du ing the
banked mode of operation. The bank positions are either verified or determined
so that incremental control rod worths do not exceed approximately 0.01 A K.
Typical results of the above analysis are presented in Fig. 10.
2. CONSIDERATIONS ON NUCLEAR PARAMETERS FOR TRANSIENT
ANALYSIS
Plant characteristics and core and fuel nuclear parameters have to adequately
match to assure plant/core safe and efficient operation. Plant characteristics and
nuclear parameters are key items in overall BWR plant aswument and
optimization In the final reactor design they ultimately determine the core
thennal-hydraulic perfonnance in term of the MCPR operating limit (which
avoid boiling transition event in the won, abnormal transisnt).
The Plant Transient Analysis is a fundamental design activity which
determines and demonstrates the adequacy of plant and fuel characteristics. The plant transient analysis basic conceps are now reviewed
in order to emphasize the reactor physics impact on the overall plant and
core perfonnance.
Main variables and objectives of the plant tnnstent analysis
With reference to the plant safety and operation, main objectives are:
— design of the systems relevant to plant safety (safety/relief valves,
scram set points, etc.)
— design of the control loops (recirculation, feedwater, pressure regulator
systems, etc.)

I
— evaluation and optimization of p]ant performance (time constants, delays,
set points, etc).
Plant and core/fuel performance are strictly correlated: every variation in
plant conditions (valve closure, pump trip, etc.) causes a change in plant
operating variables (pressure, flow, temperature, etc.) with related change in the
core nuclear parameters. Therefore, a lot of variables need to be considered in
order to perform the evaluation of the transients. Two different categories of
variables can be pointed out:
(a) plant characteristics
(b) nuclear parameters
To the first category pertain for example:
— valve, pump and other equipment characteristics
— set points
— time constants
— volumes
The significant variables pertaining to the second category are:
— void reactivity
— Doppler reactivity
— scram reactivity
— neutron generation time
— delayed neutron fraction.
Their effects are significantly depending on power level, cycle exposure, fuel
enrichment and average void fraction.
An example of limiting plant transient
The example illustrates the mutual impact between plant and core nuclear
thermal-hydraulic performance.
Typically pressurization events such as load rejection or turbine trip without
bypass (bypass failure) are limiting transients with respect to peak vessel pressure
and thermal-hydraulic performance (MCPR). The sequence of events for the
above transients can be summarized as follows.
— Stop valves (turbine trip case) or control valve (load rejection case) close and
there is a failure in the bypass system, so that the by-pass valves do not open
— Sensor switches sense the closure and send a scram signal
— The safety/relief valves open when their relief set-points are exceeded, to
help relief the pressure transient
— The initial pressure increase (caused by the valves closure and reactor
isolation) causes a void collapse and a positive reactivity insertion. This
causes a power and neutron flux increase, mitigated and eventually
terminated by the negative scram reactivity insertion.
The degree to which the pressure and thermal margins are reduced during the
pressurization events is a result of the tradeoff between the positive void
reactivity and the negative scram and Doppler reactivity rate. The severity of the
transient depends on the nuclear parameters and on system performance, and
compliance with design basis and regulatory requirements has to be demonstrated. Fig. 11 shows the typical evolution of some variables during a load rejection
without bypass.

Methods of analysis (summary)
Some of the significant features of a non linear computer simulated
analytical model utilized to predict associated transient behaviour of the reactor
are presented:
(a) A point kinetic model is typically (*) assumed with non linear, time variant
reactivity feedbacks from control rods (absorption), voids (moderation), and
Doppler capture effects.
(b) The fuel is typically represented by three 4-node cylindrical elements, each
enclosed in a cladding node. One of the cylindrical elements is used to
represent core average power and fuel temperature conditions, providing the
source of Doppler feedback and the heat transferred to the moderator. The
other are used to simulate peak fuel center temperature and cladding
temperature.
(c) The active core void fraction is calculated from a relationship beetween core
exit quality, inlet subcooling and pressure. This relationship is generated
from core thermal-hydraulic calculations.
(d) Four primary system pressure nodes are similated: core exit pressure, vessel
dome pressure, steam line pressure at a point representative of the
safety/relief valve location, and turbine inlet pressure.
(e) Principal controller functions, such as feed water flow, recirculation flow,
reactor water level, pressure and load demand are represented together with
their dominant nonlinear characteristics.
(f) Necessary reactor protection system functions are simulated.
The first three features realize the coupling between nuclear and thermal-hydtBulic
effects.
The point kinetic model assumes that the entire neutron population
responds as a single energy group with six delayed neutron groups: the well
known equations are:
dn
dt
_d_
dt

Ci _ J 3 j _
1*

n

-

j Cj ; i - 1,6

Nuclear parameters
Utilization of the nuclear input data ir plant transient design and analysis is
an integral part of the overall transient design philosophy. Among the nuclear
parameters listed above, some consideration seems to be worth while about void
reactivity and scram reactivity feedback.

(•) Improvements in dynamics mode] include a onedimenstonal (axlil) reactor neutronfc ttcrnud-hydraulic coupled model.
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Void reactivity

Design philosophy for plant transient analysis

The void reactivity is the dominant reactivity effect. As well known, the
basic phenomenon associated with void feedback is the decrease in neutron
moderation (and reactivity) as a result of an increase in void fraction, and
vice-versa.
The void reactivity coefficient is used as an index to identify the dinamic
sensitivity of the reactor core to changes in void fraction. The "nuclear" void
coefficient, discussed in a previous lecture and expressed as:

The transient design philosophy considers key elements intended to provide
(in combination) adequate safety margins over the life of the plant, as well as
adequate design margins. These key elements can be expressed as:
— uncertainties in key equipmet performance
— nuclear input uncertainties
— transient model uncertainties
— design margins.
As for uncertainties in equipment performance and in transient model we
point out that: performance of key components are considered at theii adverse
tolerance; model uncertainties are taken into consideration by limiting the transient consequences to a specif iedmargin below established overpressure limits.
Allowance for nuclear input uncertainties. Proper safety factors are applied
to nuclerar input parameter values to account for biases and uncertainties in the
derivation of the nuclear data and calculation methods and to insure an
acceptable level of conservatism in the analyses. Nuclear parameters are a
function of the core fuel characteristics and the core exposure.
The design approach regarding core exposure in general should consider the
exposure at which the composite set of nuclear data will produce the most severe
transient response. Table I shows the exposure conditions at which key nuclear paramaters result in maximum pressurizing transient severity. For pressurization and
other transients where increase in moderator density occurs, the reactor period and
Doppler coefficient trends are in opposition to void coefficient and scram reactivity trends. Typically the most severe combination of scram, void, Doppler reactivity
occurs at the EOC; therefore transient design and safety analysis are generally performed with the values of nuclear parameters representative of the EOC
conditions.
In Fig. 12 through 14 typical core nuclear parameters used as input to plant
transient analysis (core point kinetic model) are illustrated; values are representative of EOC condition before application of the safety factor. Fig. 12 illustrates typical scram reactivity as a function of controlled fraction. Fig. 13 illustrates typical
void reactivity coefficient as a function od void; neutron generation time and average delayed neutron fraction are also indicated. Fig. 14 illustrates typical Doppler
reactivity coefficient as a function of fuel temperature, at hot operating
conditions.
Core nuclear parameters in the form used as input to point kinetic model give a
direct insight of the core and system transient behaviuors. The one-dimensional
(axial) reactor neutronic thermal-hydraulic coupled model gives a better
representation of transient hebaviour (nuclear and thermal-hydraulic) and
eliminates or greatly reduces the need for safety factors on "ore lattice nuclear
parameters.

1
K

dK
dV

(V - core average void fraction)

in the transient analysis is converted to a more suitable "dynamic void
coefficient". The dynamic void coefficient a fa is defined as the normalization
of the nuclear void coefficient to the rated core average void fraction as follows:
«dv -

Vr

dK

0

dV

Vr

where:
Vr

- delayed neutron fraction
- rated core average void fraction

One can remember that the void coefficient is essentially the function of
three variables for any fixed bundle geometry: average void, enrichment and
exposure. Typically, as each of these parameters increases, the absolute value of
the void coefficient increases (in BWR the void coefficient is always negative).
For this reason, the initial cycle - in particolar BOL - characterized by lower
exposure and enrichment, has a smaller absolute value of void coefficient than
the equilibrium cycle, which typically has higher exposure and enrichment.
Scram reactivity
The scram reactivity worth (negative) and shape function are strongly
dependent on the fuel design, loading pattern and cycle exposure. Typically near
BOC the control rods are partially inserted; this results in a faster reactivity
(negative) insertion and shut-down than at EOC condition where ideally all rods
are withdrawn. Hence, scram reactivity effectiveness is a minimum as the core
reaches EOC conditions.
At the hot operating conditions the control rod, power, delayed neutron and
void distributions must all be properly accounted for as a function of time.
Therefore, the scram function calculation uses a one dimensional (axial)
finite-difference space-time model which is coupled with a single-channel
transient thermal-hydraulic model. The finite-difference space-time model useB
few (three) prompt and six delayed neutron energy groups. The coupled
neutronic and thermal-hydraulic model properly accounts for the redistribution
of the power, neutron flux and voids during the scram.
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20 UUNULI-: LATTICE CALCULATION
PERFORMS :
NUCLEAR LIBRARIES
HOWLER CORKECTION
TAB. I - EXPOSURE CONDITIONS AT WHICH KEY NUCLEAR
PARAMETERS RESULT IN MAXIMUM PRESSURIZING TRANSIENT
SEVERITY

,*li HWR (."OKK S1MUIATOR
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Nuclear Parameters

Absolute Max
Magnitude

Pressurization Transients
Max Vessel Press. Minimum CPR

Reactor Period (1* //3 )

EOC

BOC

BOC

Void Coefficient

EOC

EOC

EOC

Doppler Coefficient

EOC

BOC

BOC

Scram Reactivity

BOC

EOC

EOC

COMPUTES
-I'OWF.R DISTRIBUTION
-KOI) SHAPE FUNCTION
-SCRAM Fl'NCTION

1

3l)-»-2D SYNTHESIS
-HOMOGENIZED NUCLEAR LIBRARIES
IN R7. OliOMETRY
- INPUT TO TRANSIENT ANALYSIS

i
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Fig. I — CRDA "reference" evaluation approach
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Fig, 2 — Reactor geometry for anaHzing CRDA (reference (approach)
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Fig. 3 — Example of CRDA reactivity excursion components
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W i = rod increment reactivity from full-in to bank
position N i
A K i = magnitude of the rod worth for rod dropping to
bank position N i from either full-in position
or any previous bank position N j (j<i), when
operating in a bank position m o d e .

Fig. S — Banked position withdrawal sequence operation mode (basic
concept)
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Fig. 11 — Load rejection without

bypass — Typical time evolution of representative variables
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Fig. 13 — Dynamic void reactivity coefficient as a function
of void —Typical EOC — 1

1.2.6. FUEL LOADING AND OPEN VESSEL TESTING • CONTROL ROD
CALIBRATION
1. REACTOR PHYSICS STARTUP TESTS
The startup of modern BWR's takes advantage of the previous startup
activites and results and of the improvements in the accuracy of calculation
methods. Typically, the reactor physics (nuclear) tests required at low power
conditions (oper vessel and heat-up phones) are now limited to:
— fuel loading
— shutdown margin verification
— control rod sequence verification
Earlier, a typical reactor startup test program might have included the
following additional tests at open vessel and heat-up conditions:
— minimum critical
— control systems worth
— temperature coefficient of reactivity
— control rods total and differential reactivity worth calibration.
The above additional tests were performed in order to establish adequate
agreement between calculated and actual reactor core behaviour and to assure
the necessary safety level to the design of the "as loaded" core.
In the present lecture startup test calculations in support of fuel loading will
be presented, together with a summary of the fuel loading philosophy and
procedure and an example of calculation and test results.
Control rod withdrawal sequence verification will be briefly reviewed;
achieving criticality by rod withdrawal sequence in open vessel condition
eventually results in cold shutdown margin verification.
In addition a control rod calibration will be illustrated.

nt
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>e
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2. FUEL LOADING
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°C
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Fig. 14 — Doppler reactivity coefficient as a function of
fuel temperature — Typical EOC — 1
(operating conditions)
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Fuel loading philosophy and procedure (summary)
The fuel loading represents a keypoint in the startup of a nuclear plant: fuel
loading points out the transition from the "pre-operational" test phase to the
startup tests of a nuclear plant, with the relevant safety and procedural
requirements.
The purpose of the fuel loading startup test is to load fuel safely and
efficiently to the full core size. During the loading the following operations are
periodically performed:
— control rod function tests
— subcrittcality checks
— shutdown margin demonstration of symmetric partial loadings.
Prior to fuel loading, control rod and neutron sources and detectors are
installed and tested. Fuel loading begins at the center of the core and proceeds
radially (usually counter clock wise) to the fully loaded configuration.
Through its associated tests, the fuel loading represents the first verification
of the core and fuel nuclear design. At any loaded size the core shall be
subcritical with the strongest rod fully withdrawn and the nuclear instrumentation shall always adequately monitors that the neutron population within the
core is far from a potential criticality condition.
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Initial conditions
— Control rods are installed, functionally tested and fully inserted;
— the core area is flooded by water; water level is ~ 2 m above the upper core
grid;
— the Sb-Be neutron sources are installed in the proper core locations;
— nuclear instrumentation and Reactor Protection System (RPS).
During partial core loading the SRM's (Source Range Monitor) can not be
utilized to monitor the core configuration due to their relatively low
sensitivity and their fixed position. High sensitivity (3 CPS/nv) movable B-10
chambers, Fuel Loading Chambers (FLC), are used during fuel loading. The
position of the 4 FLC is illustrated in Fig. 1 at a particolar fuel loading step.
FL< . use the SRM eletronics; eventually SRM's replace FLC's.
RPS is operable with FLC/SRM system and IRM system calibrated on a
non-coincidence scram (RPS set-point and high neutron flux respectively).
Procedure (basic)
Fuel loading commences with the loading of four fuel assemblies around the
central neutron source; the loading continues in control cell units (control rod
plus four surrounding fuel assemblies) that sequentially complete each face of an
ever-increasing square core loading in a counter-clockwise direction.
Subcriticality check
At each loading step (1 to 4 control cell units loaded) subcriticality ckecks
are performed, by the notch-by-notch withdrawal of the control rod of each
newly loaded cell, while monitoring the nuclear instrumentation (FCL/SRM)
readings.
The maximum loading increment is monitored by the use of the 1/M plots,
where M is the subcritical multiplication factor (1/(K-1)) and is assumed to be
proportional to the detector count rate. Actually as a function of loaded fuel
assemblies, the inverse of FLC/SRM reading is plotted. The (1/M) plot is used on
the field to predict criticatily. The 1/M extrapolation intercept on the abscissa
will conservatively indicate achievement of criticality and give an evaluation of
the maximum "safe" loading increment in the next loading step, based on the
previous check. An example of (1/M) plot is given in Fig. 2.
Partial core shutdown margin check
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The basic fuel loading philosophy is that at any loaded configuration the
core shall be subcritical with the strongest rod fully withdrawn.
In this light, "special" shutdown margin verifications are performed on the
symmetric configurations for which detailed previsional calculations can be
obtained. In a symmetric configuration it is not only verified the shutdown
margin with the strongest rod fully withdrawn (the margin shall be typically no
less than 0.38% A K), but moreover, that the required shutdown margin exists in
the following higher size symmetric configuration. This assures and complies a
"priori" with the basic fuel loading safety philosophy.
The partial core shutdown margin check is then performed by demonstrating
subcriticality after withdrawing the strongest rod plus other specified rods such
that a shutdown margin greater than 0.38* A K is demonstrated up to the next

symmetric configuration. The additional specified withdrawn rods will add more
reactivity than the fuel assemblies to be loaded for achieving the next symmetric
configuration. As in all loading phases subcriticality is demonstrated through the
analysis of the FLC/SRM readings.
The symmetric configurations are:
4 x 4 - 16
fuel assemblies
8 x 8 - 64
fuel assemblies
12 x 12 - 144
fuel assemblies
The first one, due to the small number of fuel assemblies involved, requires only
a subcriticality test performed by withdrawing (and reinserting) each of the four
control rods. The symmetric configurations are illustrated in Fig. 1; the example
is taken from the Caoiso NPS.
Fuel loading - calculations in support of startup test instructions
These calculations determine eventually the additional rods to be withdrawn
during partial loading shutdown margin checks, but moreover they can give an
overall view od the safety and basic philosophy of the fuel loading activity.
The calculations can be summarized as follows:
a) Kef f for the symmetric configurations with all rods in
b) Keff for the symmetric configurations with the strongest rod out (all other
rods in)
c
) Keff f°r the symmetric configurations with the strongest rod out plus
additional rod(s) out (cne a time);
d) Keff for the fully loaded configuration with all rods in and with the
strongest f'<ily withdrawn (oil other in).
As an example, calculations relative to fuel loading in Coarso are presented in
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4. Fig. 3 illustrates in detail the three symmetric configuration
with the strongest rod (26-27) and the additional rods evaluated.
Subcritically test demonstrates that the shutdown margin exists at the
symmetric configuration when the additional rod has a worth higher than 0.38*
A K. Moreover subcriticality test demonstrates that the shutdown margin will be
met through loading to the next symmetric configuration and to the full core
respectively since:
c > a • 0.0038 A K
where:
c •

Keff of the 64 (144) fuel assembly configuration with the strongest rod
plus additional rod out
a Keff of the 144 assembly (full core) configuration with the strongest rod
withdrawn.
In particolar for our example, the results for the 64 fuel assembly
configuration can be summarized as follows:
64 fuel assembly configuration:
strongest rod (26-27) out
strongest out plus (22-31) 50* out (c)
144 assembly configuration; strongest rod out (a)

Keff - 0.9708
- 0.9877
• 0.9766

For the 144 fuel assembly configuration similar condiderations apply. Fig. 4
illustrates results in a comprehensive view.

Fuel loading • partial loading shutdown margin test/example of experimental
results
Some results obtained at Caorso are briefly presented in order to illustrate
the compliance with the basic philosophy of partial loading shutdown margin
demonstration.
Subcriticality in the shutdown margin verification configuration is demonstrated by the proper instrumentation readings (counting rate and shape). For
the 64 assemblies symmetric configuration the test results are:
FLC

B

reading

10*
10 3

D
10
2xlO»

all rods in

90
1.2xlO2

(26-27) out
I
(22-31) 50* out I
Different FCL's readings are due to different FLC's-sources location. In Fig. 5 it
is illustrated an example of FLC reading as a function of time during shutdown
margin test.
2x10*

3. ACHIEVING CRITICALITY BY ROD WITHDRAWAL SEQUENCE
Achieving criticality by rod withdrawal sequence is part of the control rod
sequence startup test, and will also result in the shutdown margin verification.
The control rod withdrawal sequence is established during core design phase,
on the basis of the following requirements.
— minimize neutron flux peaking, thus obtaining flux distribution as uniform
as possible
— maintain control rod incremental reactivity worth below ~ 1* A K (to
strongly mitigate the consequences of a postulated CRDA)

contribute to increase the confidence of the operator during the rod
withdrawal operation. The experimental test is accomplished by properly
associating (and recording) the nuclear instrumentation (SRM) reading to the
corresponding withdrawal step, until criticality is reached. During the
following heat-up phase also the moderator temperature is included and
evaluated. At power level conditions evaluations and comparisons take into
account other pertinent parameters, such as steam flow, eletric power, etc.
b) Verify that criticality is achievable in a safe and efficient manner. Following
the withdrawal sequence steps, criticality has to be achieved with a
reasonable period (to short periods are not acceptable); rod withdrawal
should be limited so that any resulting period after achieving criticality is
slow enough that the operator can control the reactor without reliance upon
the safety system (the scram itself is not unsafe, but is less safe and results in
loss of operating time). In order to perform the present verification, during
the initial phase of the startup, just after fuel loading has been completed,
criticality is achieved by pre-selected in sequence rod withdrawal for both A
and B sequence; the criticality verification for the sequence including the
strongest control rod (withdrawn during the approach to criticality) will give
simultaneously the measure of the cold shutdown margin. The criticality
verification requires the following operations:
— measurement of the reactor period
— conversion of the period in terms of reactivity (evaluation of the relative
overcriticality)
— temperature correction of the reactivity (by using the moderator
temperature reactivity coefficient)
— comparison of i.he "corrected" experimental Keff with the one anticipated by design: the difference has to be within 1* A K.

In the next paragraph an example of criticality measurement is presented.
Both requirements lead to the Banked Position Withdrawal Sequence
operation mode. BFWS concept and constraints have been reviewed in the
previous lecture. Control rod withdrawal sequences are developed within BPWS
operation mode. As indicated in the BPWS concept control rods are subdividend
in groups; in each group the rods have a nearly uniform distribution within the
core.
Within each group the control rods are withdrawn on a spiral basis, starting
possibly near periphery toward the center of the reactor core; the inward
criterion reduces incremental reactivity worth of the central contiol rods, as the
latest in the group to be withdrawn (in the opposite sense of withdrawal, central
rods would be of highest incremental reactivity worth). It has to be noted that in
particolar cases withdrawing control rods on a spiral basia in the outward
direction can result in operation advantages; this could be the case of cold
shutdown margin verification by in-sequence rod withdrawal, when the highest
worth rod is the central one.
At the beginning of life, the criticaiity is typically achieved during the
withdrawal of the second group rods.
Control rod sequence verification during startup operation has two main
objectives,
a) Verify that the neutron flux increment associated to each following step in
the sequence is sufficiently uniform without sharp i, iations. This will

Example of criticality verification by period measurement (Caorso first criticality)
The control rods are withdrawn following the sequence which contains the
analitically strongest rod (26-27) until criticality is reached. Criticality has been
reached after the complete withdrawal of 21 rods and with the 22-th rod
partially withdrawn (about 2/3).
At this point the reactor period has been e valuta ted through SMR's reading
(Stopwatch timing of one decade flux increase, linear interpolation of semilog
plot of ShM's reading versus time (Fig. 6)); using the last method the period
results to be T - 228 sec. Moderator temperature at criticality: T - 21'C. To
determine actual Keff of the "critical" configuration the (? - T ) table and the
moderator temperature coefficient are now needed.
The (V • T) table give the reactivity <> . (K • 1)/K as a function of period.
The relationship is basically a function of the delayed neutron fraction of the
various fissionable isotopes and of the neutron mean lifetime. Minor simplifications are used to avoid dependence from temperature, spatial exposure
distribution, etc: moreover the cold, clean new core is the simplest case.
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Moderator temperature coefficient: -0.95x 10* AK/K/'C (See Fig. 5 of
lecture 1.2-3).
Determination of actual Keff (20'C) of the "critical" configuration
— Period
228 sec.
— Reactivity associated to the period (from?- Ttable)
0.00035
— Actual Keff ( 2 D
1.00035
— Temperature reactivity correction
O.OOOOS
(A K/K/"C) x A T - 0.95 x 10"' x 1
— Actual K e ff (20 - )
1.00044
Actual Keff (21') • ( A K/K/" C) A T
Actual Keff (20"C) is new compared to calculated (design) Keff for the same
"critical" configuration. Keff (Design) - 1.00006. The difference between design
(calculated) and actual Keff values is in our example well within the required
1* A K. The bias results to be:
Keff (actual, 20'C) - Keff (design, 20'C) - 0.00039
Full core shutdown margin verification
As it has been anticipated, achieving criticality by in sequence rod
withdrawal, using the sequence which includes the strongest rod, leads directly
to the verification of the full core cold shutdown margin.
The CSDM is defined as (see also lecture 1.2-3)
CSDM . 1-Keff
where Keff • Keff (20'C, Xe-free, strongest rod out).

In our example the strongest rod IB the central one and the first withdrawn
in sequence, and the actual Keff can be obtained from calculated strongest rod
out Keff (see Fig. 4) corrected by the bias value just determined during the
criiicality verification.
Keff (actual) - Keff calculated • 0.00039 . 0.9808 * 0.0004 . 0.9812
Therefore, the actual CSDM at BOL results to be in our example:
CSDM • 1 - 0.9812 • 1.88* A K
Taking into account the factor R relating minimum CSDM through the cycle
to CSDM (BOL), (in our example R - 0.0029 A K) the CSDM ell over the
cycle results:
CSDM • 0.0188 - 0.0029 • 1.59s

AK

well above the typical 0.38% (sometime K ) A K assumed as minimum legal
value.
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4. CONTROL ROD CALIBRATION
The control rod calibration is an example of control rod reactivity worth
(total and differential) measurement.
A control rod calibration has been carried out during the heat-up phase of
Caorso startup, as part of a development program, in order to verify calculation
methods. To this test (measurements and calculation) is made reference in the
following presentation.
The control rod calibration is performed by measuring the positive period at
a few fixed positions of the rod to be calibrated, and converting period values
to A K values through the (?- T) table, as in the criticality verification.
Manning of the rest
For correct performance of the test, oreliminary e-aluations have to be
done, in particular:
a) identification of the control rod to be calibrated
b) identification of the "shutdown rods".
a) The rod to be calibrated has to belong to the withdrawal sequence used
during the heat-up phase.
From the BPWS group 3 on, since banked position withdrawal mode is used
(see lecture 1.2.-S), it would really he impossible to calibrate completely a
single rod without altering the position of the other ones. Therefore the rod
has to belong to group 2.
In order to choose the control rod, one should first establish its total
reactivity worth. It should be kept in nuid, in addition, that during
calibration the rod configuration has to remain unchanged. Therefore, since
it is impossible, on account of safety reasons, to reach stable periods lower
than 30 seconds, and it iB advisable, in order to meet accuracy requirements,
not to make measures of periods exceeding 250 seconds, when converting
these periods into reactivity, it appears that the worth of the rod should be
in the range of. 0.12*.0.10% A K. Moreover it has to be taken into
account that group 2 rods are withdrawn progressively from core periphery
to core center and that actually, when criticality is reached, water
temperature is around 40'C, due to recirculation pump energy.
Reactivity worths of group 2 rods were calculated to determine rod worths
adequate for control rod calibration. Among them was included the (14-11)
rod having a worth of ~ 0.150% A K. Relative reactivity worths as a
function of notches withdrawn were also determined and plotted. At the
beginning of rod calibration, the reactor has a period of about 250 sec, as
above mentioned.
b) The calibration test of a control rod is performed by successive period
measurements with reactor shutdown after each measurement. Shutdown is
obtained by the insertion of the rod under calibration plus a limited number
of selected "shutdown cods".
To this purpose, the following considerations have to be taken into account.
— At the begining of eacn period measure, the flux should be sufficiently
low so as to avoid a Doppler effect on measuring.
— To avoid re-positioning errors, it is not convenient to use partially
inserted rod(s) belonging to the pattern during measurement as "shut-

down rod(s). Shutdown rods are therefore selected among those fully
out, and they are inserted at the end of each period measurement.
— To achieve a flux reduction as fast as possible after shutdown rod
insertion, shutdown rod worth of the order of ~ 0.5% A K is
adeguate (the ~ 80 sec limit value of negative period due to delayed
neutron is thus approached).
Usually two shutdown rods are adequate.
Description of the calibration test
Initial conditions at which the test was performed:
The head of the pressure vessel closed
The recirculation pump at minimum speed
The temperature of the moderator at 40"C
All control rods inserted
Selected withdrawal sequence: A sequence.
Rods were withdrawn in sequence until criticality was reached and the rod
following in sequence the critical rod was calibrated. The criticatity was reached
with the 25th rod partially withdrawn. In order to avoid changes in temperatures
it was not possible to reach a pattern with the rods either completely withdrawn
or complelety inserted. Therefore the 26th rod (14-11) following in the
sequence was calibrated while the 25th rod was withdrawn at 28 notches.
Calibrated rod is indicated in Fig. 7.
—
—
—
—
—
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odfco

The calibration was performed by successive period measurements at
different notches withdrawn at a moderator temperature of 40'C until the 32nd
notch was withdrawn; from there on, the temperature was allowed to raise to
45.7' C. This was necessary to avoid a short reactor period with the complete
withdrawal of the rod being calibrated. The measured Keff values at 36, 40, and
48 notches have been corrected to 40'C. The experimental and calculated results
are presented in Fig. 8.
During the control rod calibration the reactor period was taken with the
same rod pattern at 40'C and 45.7'C: this resulted in a measure of the
temperature coefficient of reactivity of 11.8 xlO" 1 ± 0 . 4 x 1 0 " ' A K/KfCin
agreement with the calculated value within a few percent.
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FI.C POSITIONS

Fig. 1 — Fuel loading —Position of the four FLC (Fuel Loading Chamber) at
a particular fuel loading ttep - - Partial loading tymmetric configurations (Caorso)
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Fig. 2 — Example of 1/M (inverse of FLC count rate) plot as a function of loaded fuel assemblies
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Fig. 3 — Partial loading symmetric configurations and rods evaluated (example)
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Fig. 5 — Example of FLC reading as a function of time during partial loading shutdown margin test
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Fig. 7—

Control rod uted for calibration (Caorso)
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Fig. 8 — Comparison between calculated and experimental control rod
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